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1. GENERAL ASPECTS OF TUNNELLING IN
KOREA
Underground development in Korea allows the full utilization
of potential of a site. For planners, underground space presents opportunities to facilitate transport routes, utilities and
other infrastructure, allowing the development of better environment on the ground surface. Therefore, making a full use
of underground space remains one of the greatest challenges
for the future in Korea since over 65% of the Korean peninsula is mountainous terrain.
In geological aspect, the predominant rock types in Korea are
granite, granitic gneiss, and gneiss. In most cases, joints and
fissures are prominent, which make it difficult for tunnel
engineers to develop an economical as well as a safe tunnelling. In some parts of the peninsula, sedimentary rocks and
their metamorphic derivatives are also found. As the dimensions of newly planned tunnels are becoming longer and
wider, the site investigation demands intensive geophysical
surveys (such as seismic and electrical, among others) including borehole logging in the design stage.
Currently, as shown in Figure 1(a), a total length of tunnels
and utilities up to 2005 are approximately 1,597km excluding
life line tunnels such as electric power line tunnels and communication cable tunnels. However, the total length of tunnels and utilities is expected to be about 2,311km by 2020 as
shown in Figure 1.1(b).

It should be noted that most tunnels were excavated in hard
rock formation by drilling and blasting method, while mechanised tunnelling methods have also been widely adopted in
Korea in recent years.
Modern tunnelling technologies in Korea have been rapidly
developed in short period of time. Due to the social demands
on the construction of transportation infrastructures, tunnelling has been concentrated on the road, subway and railway.
However, various demands on the use of underground spaces
such as waste isolation, recreational facilities and strategic
spaces will be foreseen in the near future.

projects will be made:
• Railway tunnel: Young-Dong tunnel project
• Urban subway tunnel: Busan and Seoul subway tunnel projects
• Road tunnel: Neungdong tunnel project
• Flood control tunnel: Soyanggang Dam spillway tunnel project
• Rock caverns and utilities: Yeosu oil storage complex,
Gonjiam food storage, Yangyang underground power plant,
electric power cable tunnels
These tunnel and underground utility projects in Korea will
be introduced in next sections.

2. CONSTRUCTION OF A RAILWAY TUNNEL IN
THE YOUNG-DONG ROUTE
2.1 Introduction
Construction of the “Sol-An” tunnel connecting
Dongbaeksan station and Dokye station at Young-Dong railway route (see Figures 2.1 and 2.2) is briefly described in this
Section. When this tunnel is completed, it will be the longest
tunnel in Korea with the length of 16.2km. The tunnel site is
located in a complex geological area with faults, cavities and
coal seams. During construction of the second adit, geophysical survey using the electrical resistivity and GPR (Ground
Penetration Radar) methods was carried out to locate the
faults, cavities and coal seams. The geophysical investigation
results along with the in-situ boring test results were used to
update the tunnel reinforcement design. In addition, seismic
reflection methods (TSP, HSP) were also used at the junction
point between the second adit and main tunnel in order to
detect discontinuities around the tunnel.
Project title: Young-Dong Route Relocation
Contract period: 21 December 1999 ~ 8 September 2007
Project budget: 312,593 million won in 1999
Project location: Backsan-Dong, Taeback-City to DogaeEup, Samcheok-City, Gangwon-Do
Construction works:
- Main tunnel: L=16km+240m (Cut & Cover: 320m,
NATM: 15km+920m)
Inclined shaft: L=2km+100m (No.1: 1km+510m, No.2:
590m)
Rail: L=23km+483m (Main line: 17km+774m, Special
line: 1km+168m, Multi line: 4km +541m)

In the following, some of the on-going examples of underground space development projects will be presented and
brief explanation on the design procedures employed in the
Figure 2.1 Tunnel location in a Gangwon province
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Table 2.1 Main construction contents
Main
Inclined shaft
Vertical shaft
1,094,000
126,000
11,000
61,000
6,000
1,000
81,000
3,000
1,000
141,000
16,000
2,000 1

Sections
Excavation (m3)
Shotcrete (m2)
Rock bolt (ea)
Concrete lining (m 2)

Total
1,231,000
68,000
85,000
59,000

Figure 2.2 Railway tunnel route map

Figure 2.4 Geological survey lines

2.2 Geology
The proposed tunnel alignment passes through the geological
formations ranging from Cambrian age to Triassic age. An
estimated lithology is intercepted by the alignment of the tunnel including conglomerates, quartzite, sandstone, shale,
limestone and coal seams. Volcanic rocks of Cretaceous age
are also exposed in the project area, but these rocks are expected to be located above the proposed invert level (Figure 2.3).

Figure 2.6 3D discontinuities (STA.106K 640 to the left side)

Figure 2.7 3D discontinuities (STA.106K 640 to the right side)

Figure 2.3 Geological map

2.3 Geophysical exploration
• Electrical resistivity method: the 2nd adit (A1 line shown in
Figure 2.4)
The test results show the weak zone at the second adit area,
as shown in Figure 2.5. The loosening zone was formed due
to mining and settlement associated with the shaft collapse.
Figure 2.8 Interpretation of discontinuities along the tunnel line by
HSP/TSP

Figure 2.5 Test result from A1 line
(2nd adit cross-section)
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Temporary facilities

Lattice girder

Tube umbrella with grouted steel pipe

Shotcreting

Backfill grouting

Tunnelling working face

Figure 2.9 Construction site views

• Seismic reflection method (TSP/HSP)
The HSP survey confirmed the presence of the coal layers in
the rock mass. In addition, many discontinuities were found
in the section between STA. 106k 720 and STA. 106k 820.

3. URBAN TUNNELLING
3.1 Shield tunnelling in Korea
Most of subway tunnels in Korea have been constructed by
the cut-and-cover method or NATM until late 1990s.
However, these tunnel construction methods caused several
problems such as noise, ground vibration and traffic congestion. Thus, public attention and demand of shield tunnelling
technique were increased to minimise the above negative problems. In addition, most of urban subway tunnel projects
faced an inevitable situation of driving underneath river and
adjacent to existing buildings as well as foundations without
any damage.
In the late 1990s, two subway tunnels in Busan subway line
II (section 230) and three subway tunnels in Gwangju subway
line I (section 1) were launched by using slurry shield TBM
in the diameter of 7.28m and EPB (Earth Pressure Balanced)
shield TBM in the diameter of 7.38m. These Busan and
Gwangju subway tunnels were completed on February in
2002 and July in 2003, respectively. Recently, 2nd tunnel
among 4 tunnels in the Seoul subway line IX (section 9) has
been completed employing the slurry shield TBM as shown
in Figure 3.1. In addition, several subway tunnels in Seoul
including the Seoul subway line VII (sections 3 and 4) and the
Bundang line between Wangsimlee and Seollong (section 3)
are scheduled to be bored by the shield TBM.

soil layer such as London Clay and Bangkok Clay as well as in
the single rock layer. Consequently, the level and alignment of
shield machine for the soil and TBM for the rock can be arranged in a planning stage of the project. However, in Korea,
shield machine should advance through a mixed geological formation of soil and rock in order to meet both of the economic
and the geometric requirements. Most of subway tunnels are
designed in the depth of 20m, as shown in Figure 3.2.
During the construction of Busan Subway Line II(section
230) using the bentonite slurry shield TBM, several
constraints and difficulties were encountered due to the geological fluctuations of soil layer, mixed surface layer and hard
rock layer. These geological fluctuations affected to the shield
TBM operation and the advance rate of machine during the
excavation of tunnel. In addition, unusual abrasion form of
roller disk and the distorted cutter mount were observed (see
Figure 3.3). Those negative effects led to the reduction of the
net advance rate from 0.9 m/hr down to 0.15m/hr and unexpected stop of machine. The construction of Gwangju subway
line I (section I) was encountered similar problems due to the
geological fluctuation and extremely hard rock.
Figure 3.2 Geological profiles of two subway tunnels

3.2 Constraints and difficulties in shield tunnelling
General shield tunnelling operations take place in the single
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Figure 3.1 Tunnel construction and shield TBM

(a) Unusual abrasion forms of roller disk

(b) Distorted cuttermount

Figure 3.1 Tunnel construction Figure 3.3 Negative effects during the shield tunnellingand shield TBM
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3.3 Alternative plan for overcoming constraints and
difficulties
In order to overcome the difficulties of geological fluctuations, several alternative plans were adopted. For example, in
Busan Subway Line II and Gwangju subway line I, old flat
type of cutter head with 14 inch disk cutters was replaced by
new dome type of cutter head with 17 inch disk cutters as
shown in Figure 3.4. These cutters well dealt with the geological fluctuations of soil, mixed face layer, and hard rock. In
Seoul subway line IX, a dome type with 17 inch alloy welded
disk cutters combining strength and resilience was used.

4. NEUNDONGROAD TUNNEL
4.1 Introduction
The Neungdong tunnel is a part of the state road 24 extension
project and the tunnel connects Joongsan with Sangbook. A
total length of state road extension project is 8.663km, which
incorporates 6 bridges (555m), a tunnel and 2 interchanges.
The Neungdong tunnel is 4.58km long and has two paralleled
lanes. This tunnel may become the longest tunnel in South
Korea within category of road tunnels. The objective of the
tunnel work is to provide more direct and easier commutation
between two cities (Ulsan and Milyang) in southeast area of
Korea (Figure 4.1). This tunnel will pass through the sand
fault layer and national heritage of the Ice Valley.

Client

Busan National Territory
Management Office
Contract Value
US$ 129,000,000
Total Length
4.58km two lane, width: 20m
Construction PeriodJune 2000 – June 2006
Location
Ulsan, Korea

Figure 3.4 Komatsu dome type cutter head

In addition, to avoid any damage to the existing underground
and surface structures, special measures inside of the shield
TBM and cement-grouting from the surface were taken and
also extensive surveys were carried out. As a result of the
alternative plans above, net advance rate in Tunnel B of
Busan subway line _ (section 230) was recovered up to 0.5
m/hr (Figure 3.5(a)) and the tunnel construction was successfully completed on schedule. So far all phases of the tunnel
construction in the Seoul subway line IX (No. 1 and 2, section 9) are on schedule with fast net advance rate shown in
Figure 3.5(b).4. Neungdong road tunnel
(a) Busan subway line 2 (section 230)

(b) Seoul subway line 9 (section 9)

Figure 4.1 Location and layout of Neungdong tunnel

Figure 3.5 Net advance rate of two subway tunnels
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4.2 Construction method selected by geological characteristics
Ground investigation was carried out by various field techniques. A number of analyses were also performed to minimize influences on the fault layer and the surrounding environment as follows:
• Ventilation system was selected to analyze how the Ice
Valley (National heritage 224th) is negatively influenced by
the exhaust gas in the tunnel.
• A slope of Colluvial deposit area was modified to the slope
rate of 1:1.8, which was involved with a collapse of the slope
at the beginning of tunnelling. In addition, a technical plan
was established for the area of Talus which was supposed to
be influenced by blasting.
• Raise climber method was selected for driving vertical shaft,
based on equipment performance tests and drilling vertical
boreholes in which ventilation systems are installed.
• Position of fault layer was found by the boring test data.
Consequently, a temporary invert and the half-section excavation method for the existing fault layer are applied during
the mechanical tunnelling.
• In order to find positions related to the poor foundation and
crushing layer, the physical survey (specific resistivity
method, image E/M survey) was carried out. In addition,
those positions were thoroughly investigated by TSP and 3D
instrumentation to establish the contingency plans during the
tunnelling.

(2) Tunnel entrance
Environment-oriented design for the underground substation
and the harmony of surrounding scenery after the completion
should be considered at the planning stage. In this project, a
minimization of the glaring effect on the tunnel portal structure at evening sunset time was employed in the design of the
tunnel entrance (Figure 4.3).

Figure 4.3 Construction of tunnel portal

(3) Study of stability associated with the tunneling method
Parametric study has been performed to decide the reasonable
tunnel analysis and design. From this, three-dimensional finite element analysis according to the type of tunnel support
was carried out to calculate stability and safety factor of the
tunnel. Figure 4.4 shows drilling work in the blast hole at the
tunnel face.

4.3 Design Considerations
Figure 4.2 shows a schematic design diagram along the
Neungdong tunnel alignment.
Figure 4.2 Design aspects of Neungdong tunnel

Figure 4.4 Drilling of blast hole

(1) Cross section of tunnel
Enlargement of the tunnel shoulder as 2.0m width based on
the continuity of earth work was considered. The common
duct considering the operation of the future integrated management system was planned. And also, the evacuation passage system for vehicles and people in case of fire was planned.
Maintenance and design of the drainage system for separating
sewage and waste-water was considered.
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(4) Ventilation system
Optimum ventilation system including vertical shaft and jet
fans was adopted for the long tunnel. For this, numerical
simulation was initially performed for the Ice Valley related
to the vertical shaft (Figure 4.5), electrostatic precipitator and
inclined shaft. In addition, investigation of borehole up to
260m depth at the vertical shaft was carried out and optimum
construction method (Raise Climber) was selected through
the comparative analyses
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(5) The scheme of passing through the fault layer
Logical construction method ensuring the stability of tunnels
for passing through the sand fault layer at the end of tunnel
was adopted and the following plan for the investigation of
the fault layer was set up:
• TSP 202 (long distance prediction)
• Devilog system / investigating boreholes in parallel advance (short distance check-up)
(6) Construction and instrumentation plans
• Construction plan:
- Minimizing the removal of excavated soils to the beginning
of tunnel through placing concrete lining simultaneously
- Planning construction method upon consideration of hazard
analyses
• Instrumentation and monitoring plans:
- Utilizing a precise instrumentation for the maintenance in
the fault layer
- As-built-data-base for instrumentation and monitoring information during construction

5. AUXILIARY SPILLWAY
SOYANGGANG DAM

TUNNEL

OF

5.1 Introduction
The Soyanggang multipurpose dam was completed in 1973.
It is the biggest central core type rockfill dam in Asia with the
gross storage capacity of 2,900,106m3, flood control capacity
of 500,106m3, and flood water level of elevation 198.0m.
However, due to recent abnormal precipitation during rainy
season, two great floods almost reached to the design flood
water level. This situation demands a review on the flood
control capacity of the dam. Since the design standard modified in 2001 has considered the maximum credible flood instead of floods with specific return periods related to the
abnormal precipitation, the current spillway does not have a
secure disposal capacity against the maximum credible flood.
Therefore, the auxiliary spillway plan was setup to improve
the long-term flood control capacity (Figure 5.1). A general
aspect of the project is as follows:
• Construction period: 30 August 2004 – 12 February 2007
• Location: Book-Myun, Chuncheon city, Gangwon Province
• Auxiliary Spillway: Mild-slope (14degree) spillway tunnel
(L1=1,276.4m, L2=1 ,206.4m) and Water gate (B=14.7m ,
H=14.0 m)
• Facilities: access road to wharf and museum, etc.

Figure 4.5 Construction of vertical ventilation shaft

(7) Design of waterproofing and drainage
Drainage water from the tunnel was to be separately treated
for the purpose of the prevention of environmental contamination on the tunnel.
(8) Non-toxic shotcrete accelerator
• Improvement of the constructability by creating better working environment in the tunnel
• Prevention of the workers’ damage resulting from using
powdered cement mineral accelerator
• Prevention of the surrounding environmental contamination

TRIBUNE n°30 - I TA- AI TES - Apr i l 2 0 0 6

Figure 5.1 General section profiles

5.2 Geological features
The project site is located in the north-eastern part of
Kyonggi province. The typical rock types are schist and
gneiss, also silicate and granite are frequently found. A large
scale of folding structure is found at Gamagol valley and two
sets of strike-moving fault zone govern the geological features of the site. Mica schist dominates the upper part of tunnel and quartz schist does the lower part tunnel. A small scale
of Jurassic granite and Pre-Cambrian granite gneiss is also
observed (Figure 5.2).
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Figure 5.2 Geological features

The values of RMR and Q are decided from rock cores and
laboratory tests. When the coring was unavailable, the RMR
and Q values were decided from the correlation between rock
mass classification and geophysical characteristics, such as
resistivity method and elastic wave survey. Overall rock
masses at the site is fair (grade 1~2) except for the part of
upward tunnel where fault zones are crossing through the portal of the lower part tunnel.

5.3 Details of design
Cross sections of the tunnel at the inflow and discharge area
are varied smoothly for the water flow. For these transition
sections, a single arch type tunnel is applied with shotcrete
thickness of 15cm and concrete lining of 70~150cm. General
sections have a 2R horseshoe-shaped cross section with a diameter of 14m, shotcrete thickness of 15 cm and concrete
lining of 40~60cm. The drill and blasting method is applied
with the appropriate modification on the support system and
multiple excavation step method according to the variation of
soil conditions. For an intake section, rockbolts are installed
after the excavation of pilot tunnel prior to the excavation of
the upper half part of the section (Figure 5.3). Long bench cut
is used for the efficiency of vehicle operation and operation
cycle.

6. ROCK CAVERNS AND UTILITIES
6.1 Essential prototypes
Underground space in rock masses has widely been used in
Korea for various utility caverns and tunnels such as crude-oil
storage caverns, LPG storage caverns, food storage caverns,
pumped storage power plants, electric power tunnels, water
supply reservoir tunnels and waterway tunnels. Since the oil
crisis in 1970s, Korean government has constructed large
volume of oil storages up to 60 days capacity to ensure stable
supply of petroleum. Large-scale underground oil and gas
storage caverns in Korea have become one of the typical
models in technological contributions to the rock engineering.

6.2 Oil and gas storage cavern
Since the very first product oil storage cavern was built in
1977- 1982 in the south-eastern area of Seoul, 10 more oil
and gas storage caverns were constructed in Korea. The
capacity of first one is 1.5 Million BBLand another extended
cavern with the capacity of 1.5 Million BBL was built near
the first one in 1994. Three crude oil storages were constructed in the southern coast of Korea during 1981-1997 and another one is under construction to extend the former storage.
These projects were derived by government for strategic storage of crude oil. Private company had performed feasibility
study in Ulsan city.

Figure 5.3 Excavation steps

Tunnel stability analyses were performed through a series of
examinations, such as statistical analysis for rock mass classification, structural analysis, and verification of tunnel support system. Structural analyses considering potential loading factors, such as deterioration of the first support system
for the tunnel lining were carried out.
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Figure 6.1 Alignment of U-1 crude oil storage complex in Yeosu (U-1
extension construction is underway)
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From 1984, a LPG storage cavern containing pressurized
butane and propane was brought into service in Yeosu and
five more LPG storage caverns were built in Ulsan,
Pyeongtaek and Incheon. Commercialization of LPG storage
has been led and achieved by private companies.

Figure 6.4 View of Yangyang underground power plant afterconcrete
works (W:H:L=26:56:115m)

6.5 Electric power openings
Figure 6.2 Final piping works afterexcavation
of Pyeongtaek LPG storage

6.3 Food storage cavern
According to the growing demand for the space in urban
areas, cavern for food storage was tried in 1995. Pilot cavern
for cold and chilled storage was excavated in Daejon and the
first commercial food storage cavern was built in 1996 in
Gonjiam. The cavern is used as cold storage of imported beef
now.

One of the most increasing utility tunnels in Korea is the electric power cable tunnel. More than 20 electric power cable
tunnels were constructed during the last two years and 10
more tunnels are under construction in Seoul now. The excavations were carried out by various methods such as shield
TBM, TBM and NATM

Figure 6.5 Underground pumped storage power plant

7. CONCLUSIONS
Figure 6.3 Gonjiam food storage cavern

6.4 Underground pumped storage power plant
Three underground pumped storage power plants are being
operated in Korea and three more plants are under construction. The first one started service in 1980 after seven years of
construction in Chungpyeong. The capacity of Chungpyeong
plant is 400MW. Two more 600MW power plants were
constructed in Muju and Samrangjin afterwards. Sanchung
power plant (capacity of 700MW) has finished the construction recently and Yangyang and Chungsong plants are under
construction.
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Tunnel and underground utility projects in Korea will be gradually increased throughout 21st century and so called
“mega” projects such as undersea tunnels and very long tunnels can be easily foreseen due to local situation in Korea.
The state-of-the-Art technologies on the geophysical survey
techniques and the auxiliary reinforcement methods in difficult geologic conditions are the most significant engineering
goals to be achieved in Korea, while environment-friendly
design approaches are the social issue to be accomplished.
In this regard, the international cooperation among ITA
nations and tunnel experts is highly expected and we look forward to hearing from you soon!
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RISK MANAGEMENT ON
TUNNEL PROJECT
Introduction

ITA GUIDELINES FOR TUNNELLING RISK MANAGEMENT

In the past 10 years or so there have been a number of well
publicised tunnel construction failures. In the subsequent
reporting on the reasons for the failures there appears in many
cases to have been a lack of proactive management of the
risks during the project. Proactive management means
constantly assessing the risks to tunnel projects during the
planning,design and construction phases and implimenting
prior plans for mitigation, reduction and removal of the risks
before they occur. The publicity and consequential effects
mean that the public,funders, regulators and insurers will
have reduced confidence in our industry. This must be a matter of concern to ITA.

The presentation will focus on the document prepared recently by Working Group 2, titled “Guidelines for Tunnelling
Risk Management”. It will provide the background for the
preparation of the Guidelines and give an overview of the
document and its main recommendations.

In recognition of these events ITA set up and has recently
published guidance reports on managing risks during the
planning, design and construction phases of a tunnelling project dealing with technical,safety and contractual matters.
Working Groups 2, 3 and 5 have been proactive in this respect. You will hear from the speakers representing these 3
WGs and they will point out key issues and developments in
dealing with Risk Management of Tunnel Projects.
In parallel with the ITA initiatives the International Insurers
(ITIG) have developed a new Code/Framework that seeks to
facilitate and ensure the use of formal Risk Management
techniques on tunnel projects. They seek to make it a condition that Insurances will only be given to a tunnel project providing that the Insurer is satisfied --through regular audits -that Risk Management principles are being applied by all parties--client, designer and Contractor. The speaker from ITIG
will explain the recent requirements. In addition the British
Tunnelling Society recently co authored a Code of Practise
that promotes the use of recognised Risk Management techniques for tunnel projects. The recent ITIG Code/Framework
is based on that document which was publised in 2003.
Finally we have a speaker who will provide a regional perspective of risk on tunnel projects.
The Open Session should be educative for those not aware of
recent developments on the application of Risk Management
in our industry and you are encouraged to ask questions and
discuss your own experience .Martin Knights - ITA Vice
President

Traditionally, risks have been managed indirectly in tunnelling projects through the engineering decisions taken during
the project development. Based on recent developments, it
can be claimed that present risk management processes can
be significantly improved by using systematic risk management techniques throughout the tunnel project. By using these
techniques, potential problems can be clearly identified at an
early stage of the project, so that appropriate risk mitigation
measures can be implemented in a timely manner.
The presentation will describe the different steps of the risk
management process, from the early planning phases of a
tunnelling project until completion. The use and scope of a
risk policy and a risk management strategy will be addressed.
It will be highlighted that the risk management strategy must
include a definition of the risk management responsibilities of
the various parties involved and a short description of the
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activities to be carried out at different stages of the project in
order to achieve the objectives, together with a definition of
methods to be used for follow-up on results obtained through
the risk management activities.
Some examples of risk matrices and the practical use of a risk
register of some form will be presented.
The presentation will highlight that the use of risk management from the early stages of a project, where major decisions
such as choice of alignment and selection of construction
methods can be influenced, is essential. Søren Degn Eskesen
(Reporter) – Eric Leca (WG2 Animateur)

MANAGING RISKS IN
TUNNEL
PROJECTS:
ENSURING THE A P P R OP R I ATE CONTRACTUAL
A P P O RT I O N M E N T
OF
CONSTRUCTION RISKS.
The Contractual arrangements for underground construction
projects should set out the obligations and liabilities for the
prudent management of underground construction risks.
Understandably the substance of contracts are often driven
by the interests of the financial aspects of projects – focussing
upon income streams and resources allocation. The more fundamental harsh realities of construction risks are often only
dealt with by comparatively unsophisticated means.
The systematic consideration of the many construction risk
issues within the original project documentation directly
impacts upon the management of construction risks, as well
as minimising uncertainty with regards to their management
during the construction phase.
Over the last 30 years members of the ITA WG 3 Contractual Practices group developed a range of contractual
propositions. Careful re-evaluation of these has revealed that
they only related to a small proportion of the vast range of
potential construction risk issues which should be dealt with
in construction contracts.
A new framework has been developed which provides guidance on the substance of the many matters to be considered
in contractual arrangements – and not to specify how the
contracts should be drafted.
This new framework captures the broad range of subjects in
which there are likely to be relationships between parties and
highlights the need for consideration of their responsibilities,
rights and obligations. The framework can be applied to the
TRIBUNE n°30 - I TA- AI TES - Apr i l 2 0 0 6

wide variety of different contractual practices that are
employed world wide and is well suited to the many new
forms of contracts emerging.
By using the framework parties to an underground construction project can better ensure that the most appropriate apportionment for construction risks are actually implemented minimising conflict and ambiguity with respect to the management of construction risks - and thereby minimising the
resultant risks in underground construction projects. D.Arnold
Dix - Animateur ITA WG3 – Contractual Practices / Martin
Smith,Vice Animateur ITA WG3 – Contractual Practices

OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH
AND
SAFETY
RISK
MANAGEMENT IN TUNNEL
WORKS.
The paper provides an overview of occupational health and
safety risk management set hopefully within the perspective
of the wider international tunnelling community.
It briefly discusses hazard identification, sources of risk and
risk assessment. Sources of guidance on the hazards of underground construction are given. The paper suggests that whilst underground construction can present risks to those
constructing the works, some risks such as those arising from
ground collapse may be greater to those on the surface above
than to those in the tunnel.
It summarises recent
research into third party
risks with which the
author has been involved.
The paper identifies the
various parties to a tunnelling contract and outlines
their role or potential role
in health and safety risk
management. Although
the phrase “health and
safety is widely used, the
paper recognises that
occupational health is
often neglected. Welfare is
another issue linked with occupational health and one which
if addressed properly can make a contribution to health risk
reduction.
Competence and training are essential parts of any risk reduction strategy and comment is made on this matter. D. R.
Lamont. Animateur ITA WG5 - Health and Safety in Works.
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THE CODE OF P R A C T I C E
FOR RISK MANAGEMENT
O F T U N N E L WORKS –
FUTURE
TUNNELLING
INSURANCE FROM T H E
INSURERS’ POINT OF VIEW
For many years now, engineering insurers have repeatedly
had to cope with major losses in the tunnel construction sector. The question of the insurability of such projects has been
on the agenda for quite some time. Munich Re and other insurers and reinsurers have therefore set themselves the task of
getting together with representatives of the international tunnel construction industry in order to discuss and launch measures that are capable of promoting safety and hence loss prevention.

Meteor, Paris

As a result of the increasing number of major tunnel losses,
(and following a similar successful initiative in the building
industry) a working group was set up in London with the task
of developing a code of practice for the risk management of
tunnel construction projects. The working group comprised
representatives of the UK construction industry and construction underwriters from the leading insurers and reinsurers of
the London market. The original document prepared for the
UK market was presented to the public in September 2003
and an international version has now been officially released
by ITIG, the International Tunnel Insurance Group of which
Munich Re is a leading member.

identification, assessment, allocation, and handling of risks
involved. It is proposed to make the application of the Code,
which, in the form of an endorsement, shall become an integral part of construction insurance policies for tunnel projects, and contribute towards optimum risk management for
all phases of tunnel projects.
This will be an important milestone in the improvement of
safety standards of tunnel construction risks and thus contribute to them being made insurable on a profitable basis in the
future. Heiko Wannick. Construction Underwriter & Regional
Risk Engineer Senior Consultant Tunnelling & Dam
Construction - Munich Reinsurance Company

KOREAN RISK MANAGEM E N T PRACTICES : A
CONTRACTOR’S PERSPECTIVE (SK E&C)
In Korea, the construction industry has changed radically
since the past financial crisis in 1997; companies are faced
with higher risks and uncertainties than ever before.
Regulations and legislation on the environment, sustainability and safety on sites have placed more responsibility on
organizations. Clients/Owners expect more, most importantly, they do not want surprises, and are more likely to engage
in litigation when things go wrong. For construction industry,
it is most important to secure more profitable project in bid
phase and to minimize the risk under the construction stage
since project profit is fully determined at the stage of
contracts and negotiation. The key strategy for construction
industry, the ‘Order Amount’ determines Profit at contract
and negotiation, and ‘Risk Management’ through long term
can increase revenue at project execution. Hence, the success
of project management in construction industry depends on
precise prediction of risks and risk hedge planning, and
prompt response to contingency plan throughout the marketing and project execution phase.
This paper describes one of Korean risk management systems
developed by SK E&C, as a contractor’s perspective. This
system provides a complete integration of project life cycle
for marketing and operating functions to make winning profitable
projects
by
minimizing
operation
risk
systematically.Woong-Suk Yoo1 - Vice-President, SK
Engineering & Construction Co., Seoul, Korea

The purpose of this “Code of Practice for Risk Management
of Tunnel Works” is to create a set of rules which is accepted
by all the parties involved in the planning procurement and
construction process and which addresses the systematic
TRIBUNE n°30 - I TA- AI TES - Apr i l 2 0 0 6
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AUSTRALASIA
ustralia is now represented in ITA by the Australasian
Tunnelling Society (ATS). In fact, to better promote the
industry the National committee altered the name from
Australian Underground Constructiuon and Tunnelling
Association (AUCTA) to the Australasian Tunnelling Society
(ATS). This was accompanied with changing the logo to
reflect harmony with the ITA. This society is jointly sponsored by Engineers Australia (EA) and The Australian Institute
Mining and Minerals (AUSIMM)

A

The society consists of a National comittee and various ‘sub
groups’called chapters. These are
• Victoria
• New South Wales
• Queensland
• Western Australia
• New Zealand
The main facts during 2005 are as follows :
• ATS conducted our triennial conference during April
2005. Ther were over 250 registrants to the conference.• New Zealand joins ATS as a chapter• ATS Sponsored flights, accommodation and registration to 26 student members to enable them to attend the triennial conference that was conducted in April of 2005.
• ATS proactively cooperates witrh NSW Government
safety regulators to assist draft Safety code for woring conditions in underground structures• Sub committee prepared production of marketing
video aimed at students (Years 10-11-12 -13-14) to entice
them to consider careers in the underground construction
industry.
• The ATS is overahuling the website
• The ATS is arranging the publication and editing of a
hard cover technical book relating to the cutting of Hard Rock
authored by David Sugden
unnelling and underground construction projects are booming in Australia with current major projects including: :
1 In the Sydney suburb, the Lane Cove motorway tunnel
consisting of twin tunnels comprising 3.6 Km of excavation
each
2 Mitcham to Frankston motorway in the State of Victoria,
comprising 45 Km of freeway, 1.6 Km of 3 lane tunnels and
80 bridges.
3 Sydney Cross City motorway tunnel comprising twin 2.1
Km of main tunnel with a total of 8.5 Km of tunnelling
4 Epping to Chattswood rail tunnels that comprising of 12
Km of twin 7m diameter TBM bored tunnel and four stations.
5 The preparation of tenders for a 5m diameter x 6.8 Km
long hard rock hydro electricty project for Southern Hydro in
the State of NSW.

T
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6 Tenders have closed for the first stage of the Trans Apex
road tunnel system for the Brisbane city council in Queensland. This comprised twin 3 lane tunnels of 12 m diameter
and 4.5 Km long in hard but fractured rock.
7 The Perth City Rail tunnel under the CBD in Western Australia. This consists of a total of 2.6 Km of cut-and-cover and
EPB TBM tunneling. The EPB machine will excavate two
tunnels at 6.9 m diameter 800 meters long each in saturated
sands.
8 Expressions of interest for the Sydney de-salination water
treatment project that could consist of up to 20 Km of 4m
diameter tunnels
9 The Alkimos waste water project for a Perth Suburb in
Western Australia consisting of both cut and cover and pipe
jack and EPB tunneling for 5.1 Km
10 Plans are being developed by Energy Australia to excavte
a 5 m diameter x 2.5 Km long tunnel under the CBD of Sydney for the transmission of high tension power.
11 Hobsons Bay a Melbourne suburb is relocating a main
sewer. This will be an inverted siphon of finished 2.7 m diameter and approximately 600 meters long by EPB machine.
12 Cairns to Western Tablelands in Queensland has completed a study to construct a twin tunnel for vehicular traffic.
This will consist of 7Km of excavation in hard rock

AUSTRIA
he Austrian national committee of ITA has been represented at the World Tunnel Congress 2005 in Istanbul
with approximately 10 attendees.
The most important conference concerning tunnelling in 2005
was the traditional Geomechanics Colloquium in October
2005 organized by the Austrian Society for Geomechanics
which was followed by about 800 national and international
attendees.
In 2006 the most important conferences concerning tunnelling will be the “Betontag 2006” (30. – 31. March 2006), the
“Safety and Aerodynamics conference for tunnelling” in Graz
(15. May 2006), the “Tunneltag 2006” in Salzburg (11.
October 2006) and the “Geomechanik Kolloquium” in
Salzburg (12. – 13. October 2006).

T

ssential work has again been done in the ITA working
group Nr.19. Two meetings with international contribution took place in Istanbul in May 2005 and one more meeting was held parallel to the STUVA in Leipzig in November
2005. On the basis of these results the ITA WG Nr.19 will prepare a meeting during the ITA conference in Seoul in April
2006.

E

uring the year 2005 a various number of projects
concerning tunnelling was started in Austria. Concerning tunnel design the next design stage of the Brenner Base
Tunnel was started on 1st of January 2005; the consortium
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PGBB which is a joint venture of Geoconsult (A), RaumUmwelt (A), Wisserodt Consulting (D) and SWS (I) won the tender for the approval design stage. For special fields like aerodynamics, tunnel safety, vibrations and cost estimations subconsultants HBI Härter (CH), Matousek (CH), Rutishauser
(CH) and ITB (I) are joining the joint venture.
Besides tunnel design several tunnel projects for metro, railway and motorway routes are under construction.
In the capital of Austria the metro in Vienna is growing by
another two sections which are called U2/1 and U2/4. Further
more the “Wiental-Sammler” – a project for sewage collection is under construction within the heart of Vienna.
Starting with the railway tunnels the biggest projects at the
moment are the following mentioned ones.
Between Steiermark and Kärnten the tunnel project named
“Koralm” is now under construction with its exploratory tunnels; the contractors STRABAG, Swietelsky, Bögl, Alpine
and BEMO are involved.
Along the high speed railway route connecting Vienna and St.
Pölten the tunnel projects Perschlingtal and Wienerwald are
also under construction. PORR and Bilfinger+Berger have
started their tunnel boring machine at Wienerwald tunnel; at
the tunnelsite of Perschlingtal STRABAG is also doing the
job with a tunnel boring machine.
At the Lainzer tunnel the lot LT44 is under construction by
ÖSTU-Stettin, Hinteregger and Haider; lot number LT31 and
LT33 which are mined sections of the Lainzer tunnel are prepared to start its construction.
At the Unterinntal route, which is the northern access to the Brenner Base Tunnel, the variety of the tunnel construction is very
wide; in these regions cut and cover sections, but also mined tunnels in some parts with the use of compressed air, following the
very difficult alignment in this region, had to be chosen.
Further more in 2005 tunnelling startet to connect the Arlberg
motorway tunnel and the very old Arlberg railway tunnel by
safety tunnels.
The next lines give a rough summary of the biggest road tunnel projects in Austria which are now under construction:
Following the S35, which is connecting Bruck and Graz, a
tunnel near Mixnitz could be opened for traffic in 2005. The
motorway connection between Bruck and Graz should be
ready in 2008. Therefore another two tunnels have to be built
along this route.
Looking at the S6 only one more tunnel, called Ganzsteintunnel
near Mürzzuschlag, is missing to fully connect Bruck and Vienna with a motorway connection. Tunnelling for the 2nd tube of
Ganzsteintunnel is foreseen to be started at the end of 2005.
Going from the eastern part of Austria to Salzburg, the tunnel
Henndorf is under construction.
Following the heavy traffic along the A10 – Tauernautobahn
during every holiday season it was decided to build the
second tubes of Katschberg- and Tauerntunnel. The construction of the second tube of Katschberg was started in 2005.
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Going even more to the western part of Austria, let’s stop in
Tirol, were the construction of the second tube of the Roppener-Tunnel will be started at the beginning of 2006.
Due to the heavy rainfalls in August 2005 a tunnel with a
length of approximately 450 meters, which is called Tunnel
Gfell, had to be constructed in the area of the entrance to the
Paznauntal in very short time this year.
Looking to Vorarlberg, the most western part of Austria, Tunnel Achrain is under construction.

BELGIUM
n 2005, the General Assembly has been held on 24.03.2005
with visit of the urban underground storm bassin at place
Flagey in Brussels. • Participation in the General Assemly of
ITA and the World Tunnel Congress in Istanbul ,• Visit of the
civil works for the High Speed Train in Antwerp on
19.05.2005,• Studyday on 17.11.2005 “Under ground
Perspectives in Belgium : Utopias or Realities ?”

I

he Underground work construction is as follows in
Belgium :

T

Significant projects under construction in Belgium :
• High speed train Brussels - Antwerp - Amsterdam : installation of equipments in the tunnel under the city of Antwerp
(total : 1800 m)
• High speed train Brussels – Liège – Köln : installation of
equipments in the tunnel under the hill of Soumagne (total :
1500 m)
• Half-submersed tank for liquid gaz in Zeebrugge (diameter
90 m)
Significant projects under design in Belgium :
• Rail-connexion of the airport of Brussels to the high speed
railway network : 2 bored tunnels of 1100 m, cut-and-cover
section of 1000 m
• Deep underground disposal of high level radioactive waste :
gallery 250 m long, 220 m deep
• Closing of the motorway around Antwerp : tunnel under the
river Scheldt : 1000 m, possibly included in a storm barreer
• Railway-tunnel “Schuman-Josaphat” for creating a second
North-South link through Brussels and better connecting the
European headquarters to the airport : built in-situ, 1250 m
• Railway-tunnel “Liefkenshoek” under the river Scheldt in
Antwerp : bored tunnel (5570 m + cut-and-cover sections 500
m and 1075 m) or immersed tunnel (3450 m + cut-and-cover
sections 2700 m and 1075 m)
• Section Charleroi-French border of the motorway E 420 : section of 13 km including 3 cut-and-cover tunnels (total 1700 m)
• Test cave for nuclear reactor : 70 x 47 x 43 m
Other possible significant projects in Belgium :
• Shortcut in the motorway around Brussels : bored tunnel
(single tube with 2 traffic levels, cars and public transport
busses, multimodal approach) : around 10.000 m length
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BRAZIL
he Brazilian Tunnelling Committee (CBT) is an open
society, with 105 members (8 corporate and 97 individual
members). In 2005, CBT and ITA organised the International
Symposium on Waterproofing of Underground Structures,
sponsored by Sika. The symposium, held in Sao Paulo and
gathering 225 participants, was very successful and its proceedings are published in the ITA website.

T

n 2005, CBTcontinued its task to promote mirror ITA WGs
in Brazil. Five Brazilian mirror groups have been quite active (WG-06, WG-12, WG-15, WG-18 and WG-19). The
Brazilian mirror WG-06 has been participating in the discussions of the new Brazilian standards on Fire Protection in
Underground Structures. Moreover, the highlight news for the
Brazilian tunnelling community was the appointment of
Tarcisio Celestino as the new animateur of the ITA WG-12 on
Shotcrete.

I

n 2005, CBTconcluded the catalogue and data collection of
120 cases of underground structures in Brazil, all for civil
projects (transport, energy and public utilities), with diameter
greater than 3 m, totalling almost 400 km of length and 27
million m3 of excavated volume. This material will compose
the book "Tunnels in Brazil", written in both Portuguese and
English, to be published in the first half of 2006 and distributed inside the ITA family, aiming to present the Brazilian
expertises in tunnelling, inside and outside the country.
Financial resources totalling 100,000 Euros have been assured thanks to the sponsoring of major Brazilian companies.
Other important news from the Brazilian tunnelling community is that the Federal University of Bahia (UFBA), taking
advantage of the Salvador Metro construction, promoted in
2005, the first Master Course on Tunnelling for professionals
(civil and mining engineers and geologists). The course is a
one-year programme, totalling 400 h of classes in different
topics related to tunnelling and underground structures. The
first edition of the course gathered 20 students, who will complete their activities in mid 2006.

I

he year of 2005 was very busy for underground works in
Brazil, especially those related to mass transit systems in
major cities. The Sao Paulo Metro continued the works of
Line 2 Extension (more 5 km of tunnels to be completed in
2006) and started Line 4 (13 km long fully underground to
be completed in 2008). The Rio Metro continued to expand
the system in Copacabana, towards one more station (1 km
of tunnels). The Brasilia Metro concluded the last tunnel of
Line 1 (1.2 km long, built by the doorframe method), expanding the system from 32 to 40 km long. Besides subway tunnels, several hydroelectric power plants were resumed this
year and are presently under construction, with hydraulic
schemes predominantly underground. The Irape Hydroelectric Power Plant, with all major civil works completed in
2005, encompasses 9 km of tunnels and a volume of 2 million m3 of underground structures. The San Francisco River
diversion project, despite all environmental debates, was
approved by governmental bodies and should start soon. It
includes the partial diversion of the Sao Francisco River
towards the Northeast of Brazil (40 m3/s), aiming to guarantee the minimum amount of fresh water to people who lived
in that region, as well to agriculture irrigation. This project
includes hydraulic channels and tunnels, and the selected
alternative encompasses a total length of 60 km of tunnels.

T

CANADA
n annual general meeting is held once per year with the
executive committee meeting via conference call at least
four other times throughout the year. Local chapter meetings
are held in each region an average of 6 times per year. TAC
also holds a national conference every second year with the
next conference scheduled for the September 2006 in
Vancouver, British Columbia. Also, of note is that the RETC
(Rapid Excavation and Tunnelling Conference – www.smenet.org ) which is held every two years and attracts an average of over one thousand participants will be held in Toronto,
Canada June 10-13, 2007. This will be the first time ever that
the conference is being held outside of the United States.

A
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For additional information on TAC and current and upcoming
activities please go to our website at www.tunnelcanada.ca
unnelling in Canada is undergoing a resurgence with
numerous major projects entering the construction phase
in 2005.

T

PROJECTS KNOW UNDER CONSTRUCTION OR AWARDED INCLUDE
Richmond•Airport•Vancouver Light Rail Transit, Vancouver,
British Columbia
• 14 km long alignment from airport to downtown
• Sections will be completed by TBM, Drill and Blast and Cut
and Cover, at grade construction and elevated construction
• Bored Tunnels will be 6.0m diameter
• Contractor : SNC Lavalin – SELI Joint Venture
• TBM Supplier: LOVAT
Bathurst / Langstaff Sewer, York Region, Ontario
• 8.3 km of 3.3m diameter Bored Tunnel
• Tunnels will be excavated by TBM
• Contractor: McNally AECON Joint Venture
• TBM Supplier: LOVAT
Seymour Capilano Twin Tunnels, Vancouver, British Columbia
• 2 No. tunnels at 7.1 km each
• To be excavated by TBM
• Bore Diameter of 3.8m
• Contractor: Bilfinger Berger
• TBM Supplier: Robbins

Vancouver, British Columbia.
• Port Mann Tunnel, 1 km of 3.5m Diameter Tunnel, Detailed
Design Stage awarded to Sandwell Engineering, Construction
tender expected in 2007
• 2nd Narrows Tunnel, Greater Vancouver, British Columbia,
in conceptual design stage, Construction tender expected in
2010.
All Five Regional Directors (British Columbia, Alberta, Prairies, Ontario and Quebec) have indicated a marked increase
in the amount of work both ongoing and in the planning
stages. This is confirmed by the continued growing presence
of foreign tunnel contractors (from the United States, Asia
and Europe) both bidding and winning projects in Canada.
The TAC/ACT is looking forward to continued growth in the
tunnelling sector for several more years with large infrastructure
projects in the major urban centers and continued development
of Hydro Electric Power in British Columbia and Quebec. This
combined with the surging natural resources sectors and the
push for further development of underground mines will ensure
continued growth in the tunnelling industry in Canada.

CZECH REPUBLIC
he preparation for the WTC 2007 continues, the work of
the Organising Committee and Scientific Council is in full
swing. The WTC 2007 web pages www.wtc2007.org were
put into service. The Second Bulletin containing the call for
abstracts by 15 February 2006 was issued. All premisses needed for the WTC 2007 congress have been booked and cooperation with the STA commenced

T

he WG Shotcrete in Underground Construction aimed
their efforts to the methodology of training and practical
examination of nozzle operators. They also prepared comments on the previously developed “Guidelines for Shotcrete
Application”.
The field of safety and optimal operation of tunnels is dealt
with by the CTuC “Committee on Safety in Tunnels”, which
collaborates closely with the Czech Road Association (a
PIARC member).
Also the work on the UPTUN Project belongs among key item
of the collaboration between the two institutions, taking
advantage of the fact that the team gathers representatives of
both the public and professional spheres.
WG Conventional Tunnelling continued working under the
chair of Mr. Václav Soukup. The WG activity was focused on
collaboration with the WG 19 and preparation of a document
which will briefly summarise the NATM application principles. The distribution of this document is planned for the
first of 2006.

T

Brilliant Expansion Project, Castlegar, BC
• Expansion of hydroelectic facility on the Kootenay River
• Power tunnel and access tunnels recently completed
In addition to these Municipal Infrastructure projects there
are also several large Hydro Electric projects currently underway the largest of which is the Sir Adam Beck Additional
Diversion Project for Ontario Hydro in Niagara Falls, Ontario. This project was awarded to Strabag of Austria and
consists of 10km of 14m diameter tunnel which will be
constructed with the largest Open Beam Hard Rock TBM yet
constructed which will be supplied by Robbins.
PROJECTS IN DESIGN
• Ninth Line/Sixteen Ave. Sewer Project, York Region,
Ontario, Construction tender in 2006
• St. John’s Harbour Interceptor Sewer, St. John’s New
Foundland
• Hyde Creek Sewer, Coquitlam, British Columbia
• Vancouver LRT, Coquitlam Port Moody Extension,
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he work on the Prague metro line C extension continues
at a fast pace. The 4.6km long operational section IVC2
starting from the current terminus Ládví is under construction. This operational section consists of the Stílov, Prosek
and Letnany cut-and-cover stations. The length of mined tunnels, which are built using the NATM, amounts approximately to 2.3km.
The largest railway construction is currently the “N e w
Connection” in Prague. It is part of a project of completion
of modernisation of the Prague railway intersection; it
contains two double-rail tunnels under Vítkov Hill, over 1km
long. The works proceed successfully. The construction will
make a significant increase in the commuter railway traffic
possible. Further, railway tunnels Hnevkov and Brezno are
under construction. Apart from that, the first phase of preparation of a nearly 30km long railway tunnel from Prague to
Beroun has commanced.
Road tunnels:
•- final lining is being erected in the highway tunnels
Panenská (about 2km long) and Libouchec (0.5km) on the D8
highway near the border with Germany, in the direction
toward Dresden
• final lining is being cast in the Valík tunnel on the D5 highway near Plzen. When the tunnel and adjacent section of the
highway are opened to traffic, the D5 highway from Prague
to Rozvadov at the German border (the direction toward
Nuremberg) will be completed.
• the about 1km long Klimkovice tunnel is being driven on
the D47 highway near Ostrava
• the Komoransky and Slivenec highway tunnels on the
Prague City Ring Road are under preparation, as well as the
technologically difficult tunnel Blanka on the City Circle
Road. This tunnel passes under urban development and the
Vltava River. Excavation of an exploration gallery for this
tunnel is being finished.

T

DENMARK
he Danish Society for Tunnels and Underground Works
has arranged 5 member meetings during the year 2005. In
addition it organized a technical visit to the New Theater at
the harbour front of Copenhagen. Members of the society
have participated in ITA General Assembly in Istanbul and
two working groups.

T

he next phase (4) of the Copenhagen Metro Ring was
political decided at the end of 2005. The project will
require an investment of 2 billion euros to be financed by the
cities of Copenhagen and Frederiksberg, the State and users
charges. The new line will be approximately 15 km long and
include 17 stations. The design will start in 2007.
A tunnel for pedestrians under the Copenhagen Harbour crossing nearby the New Opera House is still waiting for the

T
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Copenhagen Municipality to decide on financial issues.
A bored service tunnel as part of an updating of the
Copenhagen power stations has been contracted to MT
Højgaard at the early spring 2005. The tunnel will be a segment lined tunnel with an inner diameter of 4.20 m and has a
total length of 3.8 km. The mining method will be closed
mode TBM with an EPB shield supplied by Herrenknecht.
Time frame is preparation of shafts 2005- 2006 and start of
mining in mid 2006. The TBM should start in mid 2007 and
the project is planned to be finished by the beginning of 2009.
Consultants: COWI.
A serious proposal for a 12 km road tunnel linking the motorway system at the north with the motorway system at the
south of Copenhagen has in September 2005 been tabled for
the Copenhagen Municipality. The alignment follows the
Copenhagen Harbour front throughout and will therefore
offer only minor disturbance of the city and its current traffic.
The tunnel is proposed as an immersed type tunnel with 4
lanes plus emergency lanes, all to motorway standard. The
cost is estimated to be close to 3 billion euros. The proposal
got a favorable reception from the public as well as local politicians, because it was design to remove a very substantial
part of the road traffic from the center of Copenhagen.
A new Harbour Tunnel in the city of Aarhus is under planning. The tunnel will be almost 2.5 km long connecting the
harbour terminal with the motorway system passing through
the city center of Denmark’s second largest city. It will be a
cut-and-cover tunnel with two tubes with 2 lanes each and
unidirectional traffic. The final planning will go out for political and public hearing at the end of 2006. Consultants: Carl
Bro Group.
The proposed new road link between the Nordhavn and
Lyngbyvej located north of Copenhagen has been decided by
the political system at the end of 2005. The project contains a
458 m long tunnel and two access tunnels 190 m and 159 m
long to a cost of 180 million euros. The project is expected to
take 5 years to complete.

EGYPT
TS held 8 local presentations for its members on different
tunneling topics during year 2005 .
• An international Symposium on Utilization Of Underground
Space will be held in Sharm El Shiekh on 6-7 November
2006 ( see ETS website )
xtension of the line no. 2 Cairo metro by about 3 km has
been completed . This extension has two stations (Sakiat
Mekki and El-Monibe ). This makes the total length of the
line 22 km. out of which 15 km.are underground. It was inaugurated by end of January 2005 . (see ETS website )
• The total length of Greater Cairo Metro Line 3 is 30.5 Km

E
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of which nearly 28.5 Km is underground section. The route
extends from Cairo Airport to Imbaba and Mohandeseen ( see
ETS website). The length of the branch to Mohandeseen is 3
Km, which shall be constructed as an underground section.
The line crosses the River Nile twice. The planned capacity of
the line when completed is 2.1 million passengers / day. The
tender documents for stage I & II of line 3 are under preparation, stage I starts from Attaba to Abbasia section, stage II
starts from Abbasia to Heliopolis. All this parts are underground, the total length of stage I is 4.3 km and that of stage
II is 6.2 km. The design of stage I is taking into consideration
the safe crossing at two major underground structures, namely the line 2 bored tunnel at Attaba and the waste-water spine
tunnel north of Attaba, the station will be constructed by the
cut and cover method.
•The transportation study for Greater Cairo Area had been
finished proposing 6 lines of metro till 2022. Three further
metro lines are recommended in this in addition to the already 3 basic lines [lines 1 & 2 being finished , line 3 under tendering ].
• Currently, there are many road tunnels projects under studying to solve the crossings in many cities other than Cairo as
in Sharkia, Ismailia and Ein El-Sokhna

Savio railway tunnel: Vuosaaren satamahanke there are 5
different tunnel contracts with drill and blast method under
construction at same time and the excavation works of the
tunnels will be carried out in spring 2006. The harbour project construction has been started for a new, modern harbour
in Helsinki with cargo traffic due to move there from the
West and North harbours in 2008. From environmental reasons the land traffic connections will be built underground.
Vehicular traffic will be placed in a tunnel to cross the Natura conservation area underground. Railway traffic will be
placed in tunnels to bypass the many city and dwelling areas
u n d e rground so minimizing the negative environmental
effects of the harbour traffic.

FINLAND
uring 2005, different events to contribution of rock engineering with drill-and-blast method took place in
Finland
• Management and coordination of in 2002 started, 5-years
R&D program named “The competitiveness of Rock
Engineering”
• Participation and cooperation in European Construction
Technology Platform, ECTP in focus area Underground
construction.
innish people are participating in four working groups:
WG6, WG12, WG18, WG20

D

F
A

t the moment in Finland there are plenty of underground
works under planning or under construction. In the city
centre of Helsinki the construction works of a new underground buss terminal have been nearly carried out. The first
phase of the Kamppi project, including buss terminals and
underground car parking was completed in the beginning of
June 2005: The entire Kamppi complex will open in March
2006. There are number of new underground car parking
projects with 300 - 600 parking places each under way or
under planning in different city centres of Finland. In 2005
the new 500 cars underground parking cavern for VTT in the
city of Espoo was taken in use.
n 2005 excavation works of a 1,5km long road tunnel and
a 13,5 km long railway tunnel for the land traffic connections of Vuosaari harbour in Helsinki has been continued. In

I
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here are several road tunnel projects under construction
in Finland. For instance 7 twin-tube motorway road tunnels, total length 5,2 km, has been included in the last 50 km
long part of the new motorway line of E 18 between Helsinki and Turku. The contract agreement of the whole project
has been made and it is based on life cycle model including
construction works and 25 years financing and operation period, too. Construction works has been started during 2005:
www.tiehallinto.fi.

T

n the city centre of Helsinki a new 5 km long utility tunnel
including district heating and district cooling pipes and
many kind of electricity and telecommunication cables both
a district cooling store in rock are under construction. A new,
2,5 km long city centre service tunnel for service traffic of
different stores and shopping centres has just been designed
and construction works will be started during 2006. In the
city of Turku excavation works for a new underground waste
water treatment plant are ongoing. The total excavation volume is 450 000 m3.

I

uring 2004 the excavation works of Onkalo project,
concerning the final disposal of used nuclear fuel in
bedrock has been started in Olkiluoto, in western coast of
Finland. This underground research and construction project
will be continued several years in future.

D
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FRANCE

GERMANY

E

n 2005, s’est tenu à Chambéry le congrès “Les tunnels,
clés d’une Europe durable”. Ce congrès a regroupé 451
participants et 151 exposants. L’intégralité des présentations
et discussions de la table ronde consacrée à la spécificité des
tunnels longs et les conséquences sur les difficultés de
conception, réalisation et exploitation est publiée dans le
numéro Novembre-Décembre de la revue “Tunnels et
Ouvrages Souterrains”

AUB - The German Tunnelling Committee is a registered non-profit restricted association with up to 30 members coming from owners, scientific institutions and consultants as well as from contractors. The results of 2 working
groups active in 2005 and dealing with safety in tunnelling,
and dimensioning of shield machines are/will be published in
the international journal "Tunnel". Annual contacts are held
with the National Groups of Austria and Switzerland..

’Assemblée Générale Extraordinaire du 15 décembre a
entériné le changement de nom de l’Association, qui à
dater du 1er janvier 2006 devient “L’Association Française
des Tunnels et de l’Espace Souterrain”

AUB run 6 working groups during 2005:• Safety in tunnelling jointly with the Austrian and the Swiss National
Tunnelling Committees • Certification of tunnelling experts
• Asbestos in tunnelling • Non-reinforced inner shell lining
Dimensioning of shield machines • Financing of tunnels via
PPP/BOT-projects.
These working groups are of temporary nature and will be
closed as soon as they have finished their special task.
Members of these working groups are mostly also members
of DAUB, but specialists from outside are also involved in
some cases.
The results of the working groups are published in technical
journals, preferably in "Tunnel", but sometimes also in the
German handbook of tunnelling (edited annually). Examples
are mentioned above.

L

l y a eu 20 groupes de travail actifs, regroupant environ 300
participants. Trois recueils thématiques franco-anglais ont
été publiés à l’occasion du congrès de Chambéry. Ils concernent : les tunneliers et les voussoirs, l’étanchaité et la réhabilitation. Toutes les versions anglaises des recommandations
sont disponibles sur le site de l’AFTES; les versions françaises seront progressivement mise sur le site à partir du
second semestre 2006.

I

es princiapux travaux souterrains en 2005 : • adjudication
du tunnel des Grands-Goulets (1,7 km, Drôme), • chantiers des galeries de reconnaissance et descenderies du tunnel
de base de la LGV Lyon-Turin (descenderies de Modane et de
St Martin La Porte en chantier) • achèvement du tunnel de
Schirmeck, • travaux de rénovation du tunnel Maurice
Lemaire (Ste Marie aux Mines), • divers collecteurs en région
parisienne, • travaux du tunnel du Perthus (PerpignanFigueras), • achèvement du tunnel du Sinard..

L

D

D

Bochum Rapid Transit System

Galerie de Modane

he following major tunnelling projects were running in
Germany during 2005: • New ICE high speed lines (250
to 300 km/h): between Karlsruhe and Basel; partly upgraded
and partly replaced, integrating two major bored tunnel pro-

T
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jects of 9 and 6 km respectively in length. Each tunnel
consists of two parallel single tubes with about 10.5 m excavation diameter. Inauguration is planned for 2011 to improve
the traffic connections between Northern and Southern
Europe via Lötschberg and Gotthard base tunnels in
Switzerland. • DB project Stuttgart 21 putting the above
ground main station underground by simultaneously turning
it over 90 ° in plan view; this project involves besides the new
underground main station nearly 40 km single/double track
tunnels; intensive design work was started in 1997. First
construction works started during 1998. After an intermediate slow down the project was reactivated in late 2001. The
entire project will be finished around 2010.
Katzenberg Railway Tunnel

a) The bimonthly circulation of the newsletter to all its members with news about GTS, ITA and useful information on
tunneling.
b) The compilation of the “Registry of the Greek Road
Tunnels”, where some thirty two tunnels have been registered, out of which twenty six are twin tunnels and six are
single bore two directional tunnels.
c) A one-day symposium, organized in May 2005, and referring to “The analysis and dimensioning of the final lining of
tunnels” with papers referring to theory and practical case
studies. The proceedings are available in greek language. A
translation in English of the proceedings is underway.
d) A celebration of the 10 years of the Greek Tunnelling
Society with the organization of a lecture presented by Prof.
P. Marinos on the “Base Tunnels of the Alps or the New Era
alpine tunnels”, on the 7th of November 2005.
e) A one-day technical visit and the official celebration of
Santa Barbara’s day, organized on the 4th of December 2005,
with fifty participants. Visits to the Knimida road tunnel of
PATHE under construction and the bauxite mine museum
“VAGONETO” have been paid before the annual Santa
Barbara lunch.
TS actively supports four working groups with continuous and intermittent participation, namely: • WG
Contractual practices, • WG Shotcrete, • WG Conventional
Tunneling, • WG Mechanised Tunneling.

G

he following major tunneling projects have been under
progress in Greece, in the year 2005:
• Road tunnels of the Egnatia Odos Motorway Project.
Twenty five twin road tunnels of total length of about thirty
three km under construction and four twin road tunnels of
total length of six km under design. • The Patras-AthensThessaloniki (PATHE) Motorway Project. Six twin road tunnels of total length of twenty one km under design/construction. • Other national road tunnels of total length of 3,2 Km
under construction and 6,4 km under design. • New Planned
Motorway Tunnels of the six mega highway projects to be
undertaken by concession BOT contracts which are under
tender procedure. These contain some twenty five twin road
tunnels of total length of the order of thirty five km.• Athens
Metro extension lines. Two lines with tunnels of total length
of 9 km under construction and extension of other three lines
with tunnels of total length of twenty one km under tender
design. The successful tenderers for two contracts have been
already announced. • Thessaloniki Metro line. One line with
tunnels of total length of twelve km under tender procedure.
The successful tenderer has been already announced. •
Thessaloniki Road Immersed Tube Tunnel , 3,2 km long
under tender procedure. The successful tenderer has been
already announced. • The 17,5 Km long Acheloos river diversion tunnel to Thessaly Plain, 6m final diameter under
construction. Has been excavated 9,5km. The related Sykia

T

General details on tunnelling in Germany can be seen in the
table below according to the latest statistics conducted by
STUVA.
Type
of tunnel
metro
railway
road
Total

in operation
641
487
204
1,332

under
construction
26
20
39
85

planned
82
247
146
475

GREECE
he Greek Tunneling Society has been fully functional for
about ten (10) years and has an active membership of two
hundred eighty one (281). The members are mainly professionals coming from: a) Tunnel owners/client organizations,
b) Consulting Engineers, c) Tunnel and General Contractors,
d) Tunnels materials Suppliers, e) Universities etc, who are
actively involved in tunneling and underground works in
Greece and overseas.

T

The public activities of the GTS in 2005 have been the following:
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dam hydraulic tunnels (headrace, tailrace, drainage etc) under
construction. • Messohora Hydroelectric Project of the Public
Power Corporation various tunnels (access road and long drainage tunnel under a village) under construction. • Ilarion
Hydroelectric Project of the Public Power Corporation various
tunnels (headrace, spillway, drainage etc) under construction.
• Heraklion Main Trunk Sewer, Tunnel of length of 2.2 km
with shafts • Rail Tunnels of the Greek Railway Upgrading
Project., Three tunnels with total length of nine km under tender procedure and another twelve tunnels of total length of
twenty three km under design.
t is expected that tunnelling boom will continue (with slight
slower rate though) in 2006 with the continuation of
construction of : a) the Egnatia Motorway Project, b) the
Patras-Athens-Thessaloniki-Evzoni (PATHE) Motorway
Project, c) the hydro dam construction projects (Messohora,
Ilarion Sykia, Triantafyllia, Papadia, Aposelemis etc), d)
Athens Metro lines extension Projects, e) Thessaloniki Metro
starting works, e)The Heraklion main trunk sewer, and the tendering of a)the new railway upgrading lines tunnels and b) the
six mega motorway concession projects with affair number of
tunnels.

I

HUNGARY
uring the year 2005, two seminars with the introduction
of ten invited foreign companies on special technics
where organized as well as 2 sitevisits were hold in Hungary
and one in Vienna on U2 tunnelling. Gus KLADOS (our member) has got an Award from the BTS for his tunnelling works.
and the Hungarian Association is preparing a Proposal for
inviting ITA-AITES-2009 to Budapest

D

ews about the Metro network: The reconstruction work
of the 35-years-old 2nd Metroline went on and the
works on three stations and running tunnels between them
were completed in 2005. These reconstruction works are
going on in 2006 and 2007, as well, and further stations will
be taken under work. Keleti Station will get a 2nd exit (with
escalators), as a necessity of the transfer connection for the
Metro line No 4. (It is in the final stage of construction).
During 2005 was issued the new international Design-Build
tender for the entire tunnelling work and in tree issues the station tenders. It is the biggest tunnelling-work after the
construction of Metro line No3. Other tenders for the rest of
the stations of the Metro line No. 4. will be issued during the
year 2006. Tunnel-construction works will be launched in the
second part of this year.
• Lifts will be built in for every existing metrostation, and in
the future all new metrostation will be supplied with lifts, helping handicapped and old people’s moving.
• Having became a member of EU there are more projects on

N
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which will be built tunnels, as well.
• It is on the preparation of the Regional Express Rail (M5), as
well. It will connect Buda North Region and Pest South
Region to the citycentre and will give transfer possibility for
all other metroline. It is questioning, whether let havy rail run
on it or not.
• Hungarian road projects are concidering the TEN-T corridors in Europe, for creating a traversable European transport
network . Construction of autorute M6 is underway, on its southern part will be built tunnels, as well, which are being under
planning.
• Tunnels will be necessary to the orbital motorway (M0), its
length will be about 4-6 km.
• Also 5-9 km tunnels will be necessary for by-pass roads
under the capital-city Budapest to dump traffic on the citycentre surface alike on Pest and Buda side.
• The construction of Underground Storage Facilities in
Hungary for low- and intermediate radiation radioactive waste
disposal went on with the construction of an access tunnel.
Our association reviewed the work at the site following a professional day.
ungary is connected to the EU, now it makes possible
the sustainable development through its prosperous
construction providing more modern infrastructure. Among
others this is why will be tendered the ITA-AITES-2009
WTC to invite it to Budapest.

H

ICELAND
he Icelandic Tunnelling Society which represents the ITA
National Group
of Iceland is an independent group of
tunnelling professionals with corporate
and ordinary members. The NG board
held regular meetings and members
were heavily involved in planning,
design and construction management and
supervision of large
hydro and road tunnel projects.

T

he construction
of the major tunnelling works of
Karahnjukar hydro
project continued in
the year 2005. The

T

Karahnjukarpowerhouse station
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excavation of the powerhouse complex was completed and
some 25 km of the 50 km TBM tunnels have been excavated.
The 1,3 km Almannaskard road tunnel was opened for traffic
in June after a record breaking progress with conventional
drill and blast excavation. The 5,9 km Faskrudsfjördur road
tunnel was opened for traffic on schedule in September.
Further underground hydro and road projects are in the design process and one 10,6 km long road tunnel will be tendered
in the first half of 2006.

INDIA
wo conferences have been organized during year 2005 :
DEVELOPMENT OF HYDRO POWER PROJECTS – A
Prospective Challenge , 20-22 April 2005, Shimla This
Conference including a special session on ‘ Small Hydro
Power Development ‘ was organised by the Central Board of
Irrigation and Power jointly with Himachal Pradesh State
Electricity Board in association with the Adhering Committee
of ITA (India) from 20-22 April 2005 at Shimla (HP). 175
delegates from Bhutan, Nepal and from across the country,
participated in the conference. 33 presentations, including
three from Bhutan, on the various topics concerning development of hydropower projects, such as Hydro Power Policies
and Development Strategies, Hydrology and Planning,
Design Aspects, Instrumentation and Electro-Mechanical &
Hydro-Mechanical Equipment, Small Hydro Power
Development, Environmental Issues and Private Sector
Participation, Construction Aspects, Silting & Sedimentation
Problems and Rehabilitation & Resettlement, were made
during the conference. The Hon’ble Chief Minister,
Government of Himachal Pradesh, Shri Virbhadra Singh,
inaugurated the conference on 20th April 2005. SAFETY IN
CONSTRUCTION 30-31 May 2005, Chandigarh The above
seminar was jointly organised by the Central Board of
Irrigation and Power (CBIP), The Institution of Engineers
(India), Punjab,Chandigarh State Centre & Safety and
Quality Forum IEI) in association with the Adhering
Committee of ITA (India) from 30-31 May 2005 at
Chandigarh.The seminar was inaugurated by Shri K.C. Pant,
Former Defence Minister, Govt. of India and Ex-Deputy
Chairman, Planning Commission. There was excellent response both from authors and participants. More than 100
delegates from various government organizations, manufacturers and academic institutions participated in the seminar.
Seven Keynote addresses were delivered by the eminent engineers in the field during the seminar: 15 papers were presented by the various experts pertaining to Safety in Construction
in 4 technical sessions i.e. “Power projects”, “Roads & railways”, “Buildings & construction projects” and “Safety in
construction and related issue”. A proceedings volume,
containing all the technical papers discussed during the two
days deliberations, was brought out. At the end of the semi-

T
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nar a CD containing all the power point presentations presented by the various authors during the two deliberations was
distributed to all the participants present during the seminar.
The seminar was sponsored by National Thermal Power
Corporation Ltd. and Punjab State Electricity Board
he General Body Meeting of the Committee was convened on 6th July 2005 at New Delhi under the
Chairmanship of Shri Yogendra Prasad, President of the
Committee & Ex. CMD, National Hydro Electric Power
Corporation
Ltd.,
Faridabad,
Vice
Presidents
Dr.T.Ramamurthy, Former Prof.IIT Delhi and Shri Mangu
Singh, Chief Project Manager, Delhi Metro Rail Corporation
Shri G.N.Mathur, Secretary General of the Adhering
Committee of ITA (India) welcomed the members and
requested for their active participation in the activities of the
Committee and informed the General Body that he has attended the meeting of ITA General Assembly held at Istanbul,
Turkey on May 8-11, 2005, wherein he made a presentation
for holding World Tunnel Congress in India at New Delhi, in
September 2008. The ITA General Assembly approved
India’s proposal to hold the 2008 ITA Congress in India. The
theme of the Congress is ‘ Underground Facilities for Better
Environment and Safety’General assembly will also be held
along with the Congress.
he General Body suggested the following topics for organising the workshop / Training Course for the year 20052006. • Training Course on “Underground excavation by rock
blasting” 6-9 June 2006, J&K. • Workshop on “Rock
Mechanics and Tunnelling Techniques”

T

T

PRACTICES ADOPTED FOR TUNNELLING OF
DELHI METRO
On July 2005 the entire Metro Corridor from Vishwa Vidyalaya to Central Secretariat has been commissioned along
with the K.P. Depot in two phases. The first segment was
opened for revenue services on 19.12.2004 from Vishwa
Vidalaya to Kashmere Gate including K.P. Depot and the rest
of the portion has been made available for public on
02.07.2005 from Kashmere Gate to Central Secretariat. This
segment is very important link between two main link of the
Delhi Metro i.e. Shahdara to Rithala and from Barakhamba
Road to Dwarka.
The underground section comprises of 10 stations in which
the station construction has been done by cut and cover
method either by adopting bottom up construction sequence
or top-down/semi top-down construction sequence except
the Chawri Bazar Station. The Chawri Bazar station has been
constructed below ground through two shafts viz. Hauz Qazi
and Amar Cinema. The Chawri Bazar Station is situated in a
densely populated area having dilapidated buildings. The
construction of this station has been completed without any
damage to surface construction.
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The tunnelling in between the stations has been done either
by cut and cover method or by using tunnel boring machines
for the rocky strata as well as in alluvium (Delhi silt). Two
Earth Pressure Balance machines have been deployed for
executing tunnelling in alluvium portion i.e. from Kashmere
Gate to Delhi Main, New Delhi to Rajiv Chowk and from
Rajiv Chowk to Patel Chowk. The rock TBM has been
deployed for construction of tunnels between Delhi Main to
Chawri Bazar but due to poor progress of rock TBM one of
the earth pressure balance machine has been modified for
doing tunnelling in rocky strata from Delhi Main to Chawri
Bazar. To meet the project schedule NATM tunnels has been
done from New Delhi to Chawri Bazar Station, which was
supposed to be done by using rock tunnel boring machines.
The completion of the above underground section has been
done nine month ahead of schedule. The commissioning of
this segment given boost to the city and made the dream fulfilled for the commuters.

ITALY
ocietà Italiana Gallerie is an open association (approximately 700 members), that promotes, coordinates and spreads
the results of studies and researches in underground works. It
publishes the “Gallerie e grandi opere sotterranee/Tunnels and
large underground works” magazine (in Italian and English).

S

t Istanbul, during the ITA World Tunnel Congress, more
than 10 Italian Representatives attended the various
Working Groups Session and two of them are Animateurs of
WG.

A

he next few years is a good period in Italy for the development of large infrastructure projects involving a lot of
tunnelling works both conventional and mechanized.
1) An important mega project will be at the Final Design
Stage: the 52Km-long Base Tunnel and the 12Km-long Bussoleno Tunnel on the Lyon-Turin new railway link between
Italy and France, where 2 exploration tunnels on the French
side are already under construction and the contract for the up
to 10Km-long Venaus exploration tunnel on the Italian side
has just been awarded by LTF and construction of this tunnel
will start very soon.
2) Works for the Milan-Genoa high speed railway line will
start; the project comprehends two tunnels respectively 9 and
30 Km long.
3) Two macro-lots for the new motorway Umbria-Marche
will be at final design stage: the Quadrilatero 1 macro-lot
comprehends tunnels for 28 Km, the Quadrilatero 2 macro-lot
comprehends tunnels for 16 Km.
4) More than 18 Km of tunnels are under construction for the
modernisation of the Salerno-Reggio Calabria motorway.
5) Many big urban transformation projects shall be realized:

T
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• The design and build contract for the Passante di Torino
Project (an underground railway section in the center of
Turin) has just been tendered;
• The design and build contract for the Passante di Bologna
(railway) Project is under construction with EPB machines;
• The design and build contract for the Passante di Palermo
(railway) project has already been awarded;
• The contracts for the design and construction of Line C
(17Km long) and Line B1 (6Km) of Rome Metro are in the
process of tendering.
• The important metro line of Brescia is under Construction
with an EPB machine.
• The new section of the Milan metro to reach the new “Fiera
di Milano” with an EPB machine was finished.
Many other large-diameter railway and road tunnels are either
already under construction or in the phase of construction
procurement.
The Apennine large tunnels on the Bologna-Florence High
Speed Railway project are in the course of completion, while
the construction of the large, twin-tube tunnels on the new
motorway connection between Bologna and Florence is under
construction.
The widening in presence of traffic of the Nazzano tunnel on
the highway A1 Milan-Naples will be completed also in the
southbound tunnel. The opening of the third lane + emergency lane in the northbound tunnel was celebrated last December.
Finally the first section of the Turin Metro was finished to be
excavated and will enter under operation.

JAPAN
n the basis of the bilateral technical cooperation agreement between JTA and COB Netherlands, JTA delegation
visited COB in October for joint workshops, seminar and site
visits.

O

he Sate of the Art of Tunnelling Technology in Japan” for
the purpose of objective evaluation of tunnelling technologies in Japan has been compiled by a working group, it will
be published at the beginning of 2006. The study on new technologies for tunnel lining inspection using new instrucments
for tunnel inspection has been completed.

T

he Sanbongihara Tunnel under construcion on Tohoku
Shinkansen is 4.28km long, with an average overburden
of 23m, driven in unconsolidatd water-bearing ground. A new
construction system “SENS” is adopted at this tunnel. The
SENS is a shield tunneling technique to perform excavation
while maintaining the face and achieve early invert closure
with cast in place concrete primary lining, and placing secondary lining which carries no load according to the concept of

T
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the NATM. Since no prefabricated segments are used, the
SENS is more economical than shield tunnelling.
he Hida Tunnel under construcion on the Tokai-Hokuriku
Expressway will be the second longest road tunnel in
Japan, with a total length of 10.7km. A large-section TBM
12.84m in diameter adopted for this, tunnel is an improved
open type. It enables open type advance with the main gripper in the good ground zone, and in poor ground it assembles
RC liners in the tail and advances with shield jacks. In March
2005, the largest monthly advance of 254 m was recorded.

T

ITA. Members of the ITA working groups do tell about the
activities of their groups. TTOW have representatives in the
workgroups 2,3,4,6,11,14,15 and 19.
In the year 2005 we, in the Netherlands, can say to have 10
years experience with shield tunnelling. In that time, 7 shield
tunnelprojects are realized in the typical dutch soft soil. All
the projects were special, thinking on the Westerschelde tunnel with 6 bar waterpressure, the HSL GreenHart tunnel with,
till 2005, the biggest TBM in the World (15.00 m.) the
Botlekrailway tunnel with a EPB machine in sandy rail and 3
bar waterpressure and the Sophiarailway tunnel with a prototype TBM to drive continuous. A lot of research is done, all
facilitated by COB, a public partnership special founded to
the development of knowledge about underground construction. (This all in cooperation with KIVI NIRIATTOW). One
of the last research projects in 2005 was the 1:1 scale proof in
the Laboratorium of the TU Delft to test the Ultimate Limit
State capacity of a bored tunnel in on three rings of the Botlektunnel. The next 10 years the tunnel projects will be
constructed in under the dutch cities like Rotterdam, The
Hague and Amsterdam. Difficult situations but now we have
the knowledge to do this in a save way. And so we started in
december 2005 the TBM for the Randstadrail tunnel, a metroproject in Rotterdam and the startings shafts for the projects
in the Hague and in Amsterdam are nearly ready to start in
2006/2007.

n October 23, 2004, a large earthquake hit the middle section of Niigata Prefecture. The depth of the seismic source was 13km and the magnitude 6.8, causing damage to
Kanetsu Shinkansen. In the Uonuma tunnel (8,625m) on
Kanestu Shinkansen the most significant damage was at
2,400m from the portal of the tunnel, including collapse at the
arch of lining concrete(5m long), cracking in the lining
concrete, heaving of the lateral wall and rising (max. 250m/m)
of the track bed concrete following cracking of the invertconcrete. The restoration of the damaged Uonuma Tunnel is
shown in figure.

O

Aeroview, D. Sellenraad: Projectbureau Randstadrail

THE NETHERLANDS

NORWAY

he division Tunnelling and Underground Works (TTOW)
of the Royal Institution of Engineers in the Netherlands
has the objective to unite all engineers interested in
Underground Constructions and to share knowledge. We have
about 700 members. In 2005 we organised nine activities like
afternoon talks and site visits. A two-days excursion to tunnelprojects in Madrid (Spain) was very interesting, special the
way of contracting of the big projects (e.g. M30 project) and
different of the way of contracting in the Netherlands.

005 was a busy year for the Norwegian Tunnelling
Industry. A total volume of approxemately 4 mill. M3 of
rock was excavated from underground projects. Due to many
projects at the planning stage, this activity will continue in the
next coming years. The number of members of the Society is
stable around 940

T

O

nce a year the division TTOW is organising an event session to promote participation in the working groups of
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2

he ongoing activity within the Society is mainly carried out
by 6 working committees. In brief these committees are
issuing handbooks and publications covering new technology
and/or presentations for assisting members in marketing their
activities abroad. Other committees are taking care of professional congresses and a seperate committee offering post edu-
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catuin to shot firers. Another committee is working with public
and press relations, including marketing the use of the underground for construction purposes. Lastly there is one committee responsible for financial matters and book-keeping. The
major achievements for 2005 are the issue of two handbooks in
the Norwegian series and one publication in the English series
about to be printed (”Sustainable underground projects”. This
will be distributed at the ITA 2006 General Assembley in
Seoul, South Korea.
he year 2005 was an active year for the Norwegian tunnel buildersr.
The main ongoing projects are:
• PPPproject Lyngdal – Flekkefjord
• Two larger infrastructure projects in the Tønsbeg region
• The 7 km long Eikesund sub-sea road tunnel
• The 5 km long Halsenøy sub-sea road tunnel
• Tunnels and storage caverns for gas at the Ormen Lange
onshore terminal
• Extension of the main underground water supply facility
for the city of Oslo
• Sauda underground hydroelectric powerstation with
approx. 30 km of tunnels
• The Innvik underground hydroelectric powerstation
• Blåfalli Vik underground hydroelectric power plant
• The Breidalen 14 km long water transfer tunnel at Øvre
Otta
• Water treatment plant for the city of Bodø
• The Lofast 6 km road tunnel in the Lofoten region
• 3 km extention of the Oslo metro system
• Rock cavern extension of the Mongstad oil/gas refinery

T

Some major underground projects completed in 2005:
• Nygård hydroelectric power plant
• Waste storage caverns for the Norzink plant in Odda
• The PPP project E39 Trøndelag incl. 10 km of road tunnels
• The Framruste hydropower plant, 5 km of tunnels, underground power house etc.
• The E12 Umskaret road tunnel
The increase in the underground excavation activity will
continue into the year 2006.
There are major projects starting, such as:
• The 38 km long PPP road project between Grimstad and
Kristiansand including more than 11 km of tunnels
• Anew 3 km extention of the Oslo ring road
• The 5,5 km long (mainley tunnel) double track railway line
Lysaker – Sandvika
• Extention of the E18 highway in Østfold, incl. 2 x 3,7 km
of tunnel
• E16 Volden – Borlaug, 4 km of new road tunnel
• Highway 465, 3,3 km of new road tunnel
• New underground ship loading facility at LKAB in Narvik
(nearly 1 mill. M3 of rock)
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• The Leirfossen underground hydroelectric power plant,
incl. Approx. 4 km of tunnels

POLAND
olish Underground Construction Subcomittee, member of
“AITES-ITA” since 1978. Publications: quarterly “Mining and Underground Construction” monthly –
“Geoengineering
and
tunneling”.
“Underground
Construction” Conferences are organized every 2 years.
Polish group cooperates with the Polish group of Trenchless
technology

P

ue to rather small number of members the Polish
Subcomittee has not created permanent Task Groups in
the manner following AITES-ITA organisational structure. If
necessary ad hoc work groups are formed in order to deal
with a specific issue.

D

nderground activities in Poland. In Warsaw, currently the
only town in Poland, design and construction of metro is
now proceeding. 16 km long part of the first metro line is operating. It’s completition is scheduled on 2007-2008. Total
length of first line will reach 23 km. Nowadays administrative decision has been made concerning the run and stations
location of second metro line. Second line will be built using
TBM, it will cross below the river Vistula (500m), dividing
Warsaw into two parts. Except for Warsaw, studies are beeing
carried out on tunnel conection with Slovak Republic and
Czech Republic.

U

PORTUGAL
PG - Portuguese Scientific Association for Geotechnics,
is the Portuguese National Group of ITA. SPG aims to
promote research and developpement in the Geotechnics
fields and cooperation with foreign similar organisations.
SPG has 929 members, 129 of them are also members of ITA.

S

he activity in underground construction in Portugal
during 2005 was marked again by a relevant number of
ongoing road and hydroelectric tunnel projects in Madeira
Island with a total length of about 20 km. Special emphasis
should be given to the five tunnels of Road 101, with a total
length of 6394 m and a 60 m2 cross section and to the multipurpose Socorridos hydraulic scheme, with a 15 000 m3
cavern, 26,5 m high (elevatory station) and a 1250 m long
tunnel-reservoir with a cross section of 30 m2, all built up in
volcanic rocks.

T

n Lisbon, the Rossio railway tunnel, 2,5 km long, built up
in 1895, was subject to profound rehabilitation works. The
extension of the Lisbon Metro also went on during 2005, with
the opening to the public of the Yellow Line and the excavation of the Red Line, between the stations of Alameda and S.
Sebastião, involving a 1400 m long TBM tunnel, 9,8 m dia-

I
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meter and 800 m of NATM tunnels. Also two new underground stations, with a total excavation of 180 000 m3 and
five access and ventilation shafts with 240 – 750 m2 cross sections and 17 – 36 m depths are under construction in the Red
Line.
he Porto Metro opened to the public a new line, with
about 4 km of TBM tunnels, 8,9 m in diameter, and eight
large underground stations. The tunnel excavation volume
amounted to 220 000 m3 and the number of pre-cast liming
elements assembled in the tunnel has overcome 18 000.

T

wo major projects in hydraulic tunnels have also been
ongoing: the 8 km Odelouca-Funcho TBM tunnel, 3 m in
diameter, connecting the reservoirs of Odelouca and Funcho
and also the Sabugal-Meimoa tunnel, 4 km long and 3 m/ diameter.

T

inally the construction of the High-Speed Railway
Project, decided by the Portuguese Government and presently at design stage for the Lisboa-Porto and Lisboa-Madrid
lines, will require a significant number of twin railway tunnels, namely in the approach of densely urban areas or in the
crossing of difficult geomorphologic regions.

F

ROMANIA
omanian Tunneling Association (ART) is national profesional association, with 14 collective members and 150
individual members. The ART journal is “UNDERGROUND
CONSTRUCTIONS”. Two new collective members have joined the association during 2005

R

orking group “Research”, Animateur Prof. Teodor
Iftimie, has published in Mai, 26, 2005 “ Guidelines for
design and building of precast linings for shields driven tunnels”..

W

he National Authority for Highways and National Roads
of Romania (CNADNR) has launched a public bid for
consultancy and design services for alternative route of
Plugova village (Plugova Bypass), by cutting across the hillside through a 800 m long road tunnel.

T

echnical and Economic Council of The National Railway
Company “CFR” - SA (CTE/CNCF “CFR” – SA) has
approved during its June 1, 2005 meeting the project terms of
reference for the updating of the Feasibility Study “Bucharest
– Brasov railway line upgrades, Predeal – Brasov section”
with the alternative route using a base railway tunnel
(L=7500m) under Predeal.

T

n September 2005 was finished the last part (L=720m) of
the Rosiori Main Sewer (Di=3.80m) from Braila town, driven with shield under compressed air and developed by ISPA
application.

I
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he hydropower development of the river Jiu on the sector
Livezeni-Bumbesti includes 2 HPP located in the gorges
area, connected by a headrace tunnel having a length of 20
km. The main headrace holds the greatest share of the work
quantities to be performed. The headrace is of circular cross
section and has internal diameter of the concrete lining of
3.80 m.

T

he urban rehabilitation works, in the 1 Mai – PLS Pod
Constanta area, have imposed the undercrossing of the
Rosu-Nord and Arcuda aqueducts, by the metro line. A special pipe jacking technology ensuring integrity and proper
operation of aqueducts was adopted during underground
metro works.

T

he Municipality of Bucharest made the feasibility studies
for 22 major underground parking facilities to be
constructed in the central in order to ease traffic congestions
in the city.

T

etrorex, the Bucharest metro operator, plans to put into
operation a new section of 4.13km with 4 new stations
in the east part of the city. The project is currently under
appraisal by the European Investment Bank for co-financing
under a new metro modernization project.

M

he General Council of the Bucharest Municipality aproved the feasibility study for the modernization of “Eroii
Revolutiei” plaza, including a new underground interchange
and a pedestrian passage tunnel. A tender procedure for the
technical project was launched.

T

he Romanian Government has applied for a loan with
JICA for the construction of a rapid link interconnection
line from the international airports Otopeni and Baneasa with
the metro network of Bucharest.

T

RUSSIA
ussian Tunnelling Association is a social organisation
which joins more than 90 corporate members and more
than 400 specialists, individual members. More than 70
papers were published in 7 issues of “Metro and Tunnels” ,
RTA journal. The International Exhibition “Underground
City 2005” was held on the 24-27 of January. Seminar
“Waterproofing of Underground Structures” was held on the
25th of January (Moscow). The International Symposium
”Russian and World Tunnelling: Future Prospects” was held
on the 6-7 April in Moscow. Scientific and Technical
Congress “Safety is a base of stability and development of
regions and megalopolises” was held on the 15-16 of
November (Moscow).

R

he Committee (Working Group) ”Geophysical research
methods used during tunnel construction” developed its

T
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work
• “Instructions on Safe Working under Compressed Air Using
Slurry TBM of 6.0m diam.”were developed.
• Correction of Methodical Instructions on the development
of the part “Industrial Safety” in designs for underground
construction..
• A scientific and technical report on design and construction
of Serebrianoborskiy transport tunnel was compiled.
• Preparation and participation of Russian delegation of the
RTA in the World Tunnel Congress 2005 and the 31st ITA
General Assembly in Istanbul.
• Preparation and participation of the RTA specialist delegations in seminar “International scientific and technical cooperation” (Malta and Sicily, May)..
nderground activities in Russia: •Driving of the right
transport tunnel of 14.2 diam. and the service tunnel of
6.2 diam. in Serebrianiy Bor (Moscow). • Metro lines
construction was continued in Moscow, Saint-Petersburg,
Nizhny Novgorod, Ekaterinburg, Cheliabinsk, Krasnoiarsk,
Kazan, Novosibirsk,Omsk.• In Ufa the construction of the
urban road tunnel was continued using NATM. • Road tunnels construction is continued round Sochi on the Black Sea
coast. • Design development of additional hydraulic tunnels
to increase the power of Saiano-Shushenskaya electric station on the river of Enisei • In connection with underground
construction RT Association has working contacts on up-todate technologies and machines with such foreign firms as
VINCI Construction Grands Projets (France), Herrenknecht
AG and Heymann Untertage Technik (Germany), Lovat Tunnel Equipment Ink. (Canada), Beton-und Monierbau (Austria), WIRTH Maschinen-und Bohrgerate-Fabrik (Germany).

U

SLOVAKIA
oday, STA has 40 active members from investment, designing, manufacturing companies and as a matter of
cause, universities. The committee was in session on a regular basis every 3 months, and the General meeting was held in
June 2005

T

The STA objectives followed two basic directions:
• To visualize Slovakia in the world profssionnal public, that
is to say : To participate actively in preparation of WTC 2007
in Prague together with the Czech Tunnelling Committee. An
organisational committee, which is in charge of scinetific
area, financial area, publishing area, and promotional area,
was established for that activity in 2005. In addition to this,
the organisational committee ensured the session of the WTC
2007 preparatory committee in Bratislava, with participation
of ITA Secretary General, Claude Berenguier, which proved
joint preparation from the Czech and the Slovakian
Association for this important event. The magazine “TUNNEL”, which is issued quarterly, is a joint work of the Czech
Tunnelling Committee and the Slovakian Tunnellling
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Association, and in 2005 it came to its further improvement.
We ensured establishment of a web site, which has already
been functionning within Slovakia, and that will be accessible
worlwide from April 1st (www.groweb.sk/sta). STA will be
active in conference “BETONTAG 2006” in Vienna. Within
this activity, a STA 2006 calendar on the theme of road and
railway tunnels in Slovakia was issued.
• Professionnal activities with an objective to increase skills
and qualification of technicians: The STA committee ensured
the year 2005, the seminar “Technology of sprayed concretes”
in the actual tunnel construction in Bratislava (April 2005).
Another international symposium was held in Kosice under
the name “Construction and securing of tunnels” with substancial assistance of the technical University of Kosice. from
the distinguishede lectures, we can mention Prof Haack, Prof
Eisenstein and other representatives of the world companies.
Recently the construction of motorway tunnels and reconstruction of railway tunnels have been activated, whereby a
space has been created also for specialized and educational
actions.
In brief the objectives for the year 2006 are : Active participation in WTC’06 and in WGs, issuing of the WTC’06 knowledge in a publication for the professionnal public together
with the Czech Tunnelling Committee; Conference
“Underground Construction” 2-4 October 2006 in Prievidza;
Support universities - professionnal growth of the young
generation, Preparation of the WTC 2007 in Prague;
Specialized seminars on the theme of “reinforced concrete for
primary and secondary linings” and “qualitative parameters
of secondary linings in road tunnels”.

SLOVENIA
lovenian Association carried out full activities on organization 8th International Symposium on Tunnel
Construction and Underground Structures, which will held in
November 15-17, 2006 in Ljubljana, Slovenia. Together with
DARS, d.d. (SLOVENIAN MOTORWAY COMPANY) organize workshop with topic: SAFETY IN ROAD TUNNELS.
Workshop will be held March 16, 2006 in Ljubljana,
Slovenia. Members of Slovenian Association active participate in international congresses and conferences in Europe and
abroad

S

ur members participate in WG 17 and WG 5.

O
A

t August 12, 2005 the double tube Trojane Tunnel in
the Ljubljana – Celje motorway section was opened.
After that Maribor and Koper is connected with high quality
motorway as a part of 5th Trans European Corridor. For
information, The Trojane Tunnel is about 2900m long and
was constructed in Perm-carboniferous low bearing capacity
rocks. Civil and electro mechanical works in the tunnel was
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finished in 4.5 years.
win tube two and three lances Sentvid Tunnel is located
close to Ljubljana motorway ring is under construction.
Rock structure belong to Perm-carboniferous rock series
with low bearing capacity. Very worse rock condition not
alow higher progress in excavation works. The main engineering challenge is construction of the two underground
caverns (cross section in the wider section is more than
320m2), which allow connection two, three and separate
entrance and exit tunnels.
he design twin tube Markovec Tunnel in motorway section between Koper and Izola near Adriatic coast is finished. Rock structure, where tunnel is located, belong to flysh
rocks with sandstone and marl layers in some parts tectonically disturbed. Designed tunnel which is now in revision
process, will be running under part of Semedela habited
area. In the similar rock structure were design two double
tube road tunnels Barnica and Tabor between Razdrto –
Vipava highway
section, which is
the last not opened
part betveen Ljubljana in Nova Gorica near Italian border.
few
short
single
and
twin tube road tunExcavation of the Sentvid Tunnel
nels are under design and construction on motorway and state roads in different
areas in Slovenia.
enerally in our country we can aspect in future some
new railway tunnels and rehabilitation works on old
tunnels in rail and road area.

T

T

A

G

SWEDEN
K Swedish Rock Construction Committee is a non-profit organization with more than 74 corporate members
within the civil engineering section (incl mines and research
foundations). BKs Executive Group (7 members) and Board
(18 members) meets 6 times/year and 3 times/year respectively. Major task is to arrange BKs annual meeting, gathering
about 500 participants incl students and to manage the
National Secretariat of ITA.

B

weden, through BK, currently have representation in 11 of
ITA´s Working Groups. We also have a Correspondent
Member in the Committee on Safety of Tunnels in Operation
(through the representation of the Swedish National Road
Administration in PIARC). The participation at ITA´s annual
meetings is normally good. In between meetings, this group

S
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meets to discuss business of the WGs and other viewpoints on
the ITA activities.
indly refer to the English version of BK´s website:
w w w. b e rg s p r a n g n i n g s k o m m i t t e n . s e for information
about a number of ongoing and planned tunnelling projects.

K

SWITZERLAND
uring the year 2005 the Swiss Tunnelling Society has
organized and carried out three successful events:

D

• The conference about the underground works in Lausanne,
held in April 2006 and organised in joint-venture with the
Swiss Society of Soil and Rock Mechanics. The main topic
has been the new Metro project under the city of Lausanne
with all its related accessory works.
• Swiss Tunnel Congress (formerly AlpTransit Conference) in
June 2006. This annual main event has attracted more than
700 delegates and took place in the prestigious Lucerne
Congress Hall. The congress dealt with general and technical
features of the AlpTransit basis tunnels at the Lötschberg and
at the Gotthard. 14 papers have been presented and the delegates have got a lot of interesting information about these two
enormous works, which are in full progress. The congress has
been combined with extended visits at the four main sites of
the Gotthard-Basistunnel. The papers of this remarkable
conference are available at the Swiss Society of Architects
and Engineers (Documentation No. D 0215).
• In fall a site visit at the Islisbergtunnel along the new highway that will link Zurich with central Switzerland has been
carried out. The visitors followed the explanations of the responsible staff for design and execution and could visit all the
relevant working places, starting from the TBM heading, as
far back as the internal concrete works of this modern and
perfectly organized project.
ollaboration with international agencies took place at two
levels:

C

• The traditional meetings with the tunnelling societies of the
surrounding countries have been held in April with the SIG
(Italy), in September with the DAUB (Germany/Austria) and
in October with the AFTES (France). Beside the general
exchange of information the scope of these meetings included
also the discussions in common working groups on special
topics (e.g. the notice on safety on tunnel sites). A special
international event of the year has been the commonly organized International Tunnel Congress, carried out in October
2005 in Chambéry, France. Under the lead of the AFTES, this
congress has been organized in joint-venture with the
National agencies of Switzerland, Spain and Italy. The presentations allowed an interesting analysis of differences and
similitudes between the various Alpine basis-tunnels, which
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are planned and ongoing in the concerned countries.
The long and deep Alpine tunnels enjoy great attention among congress delegates – gathering at the booth of the Swiss Tunnelling Society: President and
Past-president, charmingly sustained by the secretaries

• Swiss activities related to the ITA, apart from the ongoing
support of the secretariat in Lausanne, focused on the leading
roles in some working groups (WG 6 and 19) and on the collaboration at the training course, held in May 2005 in
Istanbul.
uring the year 2005, the society started with the edition
of the new bulletin, which appears twice a year. In addition a general information flyer has been created, which is
available at the secretariat in German and in French.

D

TURKEY
he name of the Organization is TURKISH ROAD ASSOCIATION (TRA). There are six National Working
Groups in the Association. TRAis an independent and open
Association. The members are combined of individuals,
organizations and companies of public and private sector.
TRA published several books and organized some meetings
and conferences in 2005.

T

he working groups and important events of the year
2005:1) Planning Working Group, 2) Road Construction
Working Group, 3) Bridges and Tunnels Working Group, 4)
Maintenance Working Group, 5) Trafic Safety Working
Group, 6) Highway and the Environment Working Group,
The working groups organized various meetings, national
conferences, exhibitions and published some books, reports
and booklets.

T

ignificant projects of underground constructions: The
total number and length of tunnels on the state highways
and on the motorways:

S

In operation
:
Under construction
In the design phase
Total :

Number
93
63
: 46
208 :

Length
36.842 m.
75.547 m.
49.043 m.
161.431 m.
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There are 5 railway tunnels 24.365 m. are under construction
The total length of the rail systems in Istanbul is 110,5 km.
8,2 km. Metro (Underground)
17,5 km. LRTS
11,2 km. Tram-Car
72,0 km. Urban Commuter system
Nowadays, the Marmaray, is a very important project in
Istanbul. This project will connect two sides of Bosphorous.
Important figures of this project:
Total length
: 76,3 km.
Surface Metro
: 63,0 km.
Total length of the tunnels : 13,3 km.
(8,6 km. excavated 1,8 km. immersed, 2,3 km. cut and
cover)
Number of stations
: 37
Some of the turbine houses of the Hydroelectrical Power
plants are under the ground. There are many tunnels in different sizes for irrigation.

UKRAINE
sc InterBudTunnel is representing Ukraine inside ITA. It is
a construction organization that performs works of design,
construction and mounting of different types of underground
structures, tunnels, outdoor facilities and transportation networks, in addition to filler structures of buildings and
constructions.

J

uring 2005, 3 tunnels with the diameters of 6 and 3.5
meters and 7200 meters long were driven by the 3
TBMs. By the end of the year the total length of tunneling in
Ashgabat city has reached 14500 m. The average advance
rate of 3 TBMs is 1074 meters per month. There was
constructed concrete-reinforced lining of 4000 meters long in
the tunnel with outside diameter 6 meters. The advance rate
of the one formwork was 400 meters per month. Assembling
of the 3rd formwork will be completed and launched in
February 2006. The radial drainage work begins by the
method of horizontal directional drilling by means of drilling
rigs by “ROBBINS”. The advance of the 1st line of the tunnel with the diameter of 6.0 meters and 8000 meters long will
be completed in the first half of the year.

D

UNITED KINGDOM
he British Tunnelling Society (BTS) holds monthly technical meetings (except July - August), overseas visitors
welcome, see www.britishtunnelling.org . The BTS propose
to bid to hold the 2009 ITA Congress, in the UK

T

uring 2005, the BTS held 10 informal technical meetings
in London. 3 of the meetings were on overseas projects.
The meetings take the form of presentation and discussion on
a tunnelling project or a topic of interest to tunnellers. The

D
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attendance at the meetings is usually in excess of 120. The
meetings are held at 6.00pm normally on the third Thursday
of each month between January and June and between
September and December, at the Institution of Civil
Engineers. The programme of meetings is on the BTS website, and can be checked with the Secretary. Overseas visitors
in London are welcome to attend informal technical meetings.
There is always a large social gathering after the meeting in
the Institution bar and all visitors are made welcome.
Each year, the BTS holds an event in honour of Sir Harold
Harding the founder BTS Chairman. The nature of the event
alternates between a competition for papers from members
under 33 years old - the Harding Prize, and the Harding
Lecture – In 2005, it was the competition, which attracted a
strong field of entries, the winner was Damian McGirr for his
paper entitled “Settlement Mitigation on CTRLContract 250.
The Society runs an annual one week training course on tunnel design and construction. It is usually held at the end of
June. It includes modules on health & safety topics and work
in compressed air.Increasingly the course is attracting delegates from Europe and beyond The Society supports a parliamentary Lobby Group, the All Party Group on
Underground Space. It is intending to publish a brochure to
raise the profile of the Society among potential clients throughout the UK. The Group lobbies members of the UK
Parliament and holds meetings and site visits two or three
times a year, attended by members of both Houses of
Parliament.The Society, in conjunction with the Institute of
Materials, Minerals and Mining, IoM3, and Brintex, was
involved in the organisation of "Underground Construction
2005", which was held in October 2005, in London. The BTS
has an annual awards ceremony for design and construction
innovation and achievement in the British tunnelling industry.
The ceremony was held on 26 October 2005 at the
Underground Construction 2005. At Underground
Construction 2005, the Society launched an online database
of UK Tunnelling Projects on its website. In July 2005,
Thomas Telford Ltd published the Society’s “Closed-Face
Tunnelling Machines and Ground Stability - A guideline for
best practice”. The Society funds and supports the
Compressed Air Working Group, which replaced the Medical
Research Council Decompression Sickness Panel as the leading expert group for tunnelling decompression illness and its
prevention in the UK

Standards Institution’s committees B/513/2 and B/504/505;•
representation on CENT/TC 151 WG4 • The UK is represented in 9 ITA working Groups (WG2, WG3, WG5, WG11,
WG12, WG15, WG18, WG20).
hannel Tunnel Rail Link:Extensive under g r o u n d
construction continued in the area around Kings
Cross/St Pancras stations where the Link terminates. This
activity was in connection with the construction of improved
passenger facilities and access between CTRL and existing
transport infrastructure.
Heathrow Airport Terminal 5: Tunnelling work at Heathrow for the extensions to the Piccadilly line of London
Underground and the Heathrow Express has largely been
completed.
Crossrail: Cross London Rail Links Ltd. are developing the
design of Crossrail Line 1. The central section comprising
twin bored tunnels crossing central London and the six associated underground stations forms the most significant part
of the Project. Significant lengths of the station tunnels are
designed using sprayed concrete lining. The Parliamentary
procedures which have to be completed before construction
can begin are now underway.
Projects to commence in 2006: A number of major tunnel
will commence in 2005. These included the Glendoe Hydro
scheme in north west Scotland, the extension of the Docklands Light Railway to Woolwich and cable tunnels in the
Lea Valley as preparatory work for the Olympic Stadium

C

he BTS has various Sub-Committees and was well represented on UK working groups in relevant subject areas
and the activities in 2005 included: • running a one week
Tunnel Design and Construction Course • a further Working
Party report was prepared on best practice in the use of closed face machines; • a Working Group for Hand Arm
Vibration Syndrome, HAVS; • representation on British

T
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HOCHTIEF
The construction works on the High Speed Railway line between Nuremberg and Ingolstadt for the Deutsche Bahn AG
including 15 km of double track tunnels has been finished
during 2005.

HOCHTIEF Construction AG has made a successful entry
into the Czech traffic infrastructure market. In the next three
years, the company will build a 6.4-kilometer section of the
ring motorway in the southern part of Prague. Ring Road 514
is the biggest contract ever awarded by the Road and
Motorway Directorate of the Czech Republic. The contract
volume is EUR 313 million. HOCHTIEF will realize the project in a joint venture with two Czech partner companies. The
contract sum is shared in equal parts by
the partners.
One element of the
technically demanding construction
project is a 3.7 kilometer long tunnel
section. To provide
for a flood-safe crossing of a Vltava
River affluent, the
joint venture will
also build bridges
with a total length of more than two kilometers and a fully raised interchange complete with several bridges. The new
motorway section is planned to be opened for traffic in late
2009.
In Sydney, Australia, the two hardrock TBMs (d= 7,2m) of
the Epping to Chatswood Rail Line Project have headed
through, each after 12,6 km of tunnelling excavation, setting
a new world record with a maximum of 92 m daily production rate.
Just before the year ended, HOCHTIEF gained another major
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contract for its order books. The company was selected as the
general contractor for the construction of a 100 megawatt
hydroelectric power station at Loch Ness in Scotland. The
EUR 184 million contract awarded by Scottish and Southern
Energy Generation Ltd. comprises the planning and turnkey
completion of a 900 meter long dam, extensive subterranean
construction, including the powerhouse cavern, as well as 16
kilometers of tunnel work..

LAUSANNE 30-31 MAY
SECOND INTERNATIONAL SYMPOSIUM
"SAFE & RELIABLE TUNNELS - INNOVATIVE
EUROPEAN ACHIEVEMENTS"
& ITA COSUF INAUGURATION.
THE SYMPOSIUM IS JOINTLY ORGANIZED BY ITA
COSUF (ITA COMMITTEE ON OPERATIONAL
SAFETY OF UNDERGROUND FACILITIES) AND THE
EUROPEAN PROJECTS SAFET AND UPTUN.
The draft programme includes the following
topics :
• Experience from and for practice
• Safety management
• Response management
• Design and equipment for safe tunnels
• Needs for the future - starting from the
EU projects
• ITA COSUF Inauguration
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LOVAT
Since 1972, LOVAT has specialized in the custom design and
manufacture of Tunnel Boring Machines (TBMs) utilized in
the construction of metro, railway, road, sewer, water main,
penstock, mine access and telecommunications tunnels.
Founded and
run by the
L O V A T
family, the
c o m p a n y ’s
extensive
experience,
advanced
technology
and continued development provide
solutions for any tunnelling challenge on any project.
LOVAT’s success is built on the foundation of innovation, efficient
design management, manufacturing excellence, and the guarantee
of quality service. The company name is synonymous with outstanding achievements and contributions in the tunnelling industry.
LOVAT adds value to a project by understanding and
applying the most costeffective solutions in response to a tunnel challenge. It means
being current with the
market and knowing
what equipment can deliver the highest quality at
the best price in the fastest time. The LOVAT
Team, strives to
apply innovative design
and manufacturing techniques to get the job
done in the most cost effective and efficient manner possible
without compromising schedule, quality or safety.
LOVAT manufactures a
complete range of tunnelling equipment including;
• Single and Double
Shield Rock TBMs
• Earth Pressure Balance
TBMs
• Slurry TBMs
• Pipe Jacking TBMs /
Systems
All ranging in size from 2
to 14 m in diameter.
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In addition to traditional manufacturing LOVAT also provides
additional services to our customers including:
• TBM refurbishment both in our plant and on site;
• Assistance in marketing of TBMs to new buyers;
• After market assistance in the ongoing operation and servicing of the equipment long after the initial contract has been
satisfied;
• Sourcing of existing equipment to meet project requirements.
As part of an ongoing strategy of improving customer service, LOVAT has recently upgraded its ERP/MRP system with
the goal of streamlining business processes and operations –
from order processing to delivery.
Improvements to be directly realized by LOVAT’s clients include
more efficient ordering and tracking of TBMs, components, and
spare parts, increase in manufacturing capacity and greater access
to real time information pertaining to their orders.
December 5, 2005 was the “Go
Live” date when LOVAT began to
derive the benefits of this portion
of our “Continuous Improvement
Program” which also includes
implementation of advanced 3-D design software;
To date the company has built over 250 TBMs, performed
more than 200 full refurbishment’s for more than 400 tunnelling projects worldwide. LOVAT machines have excavated
more than 2,000,000 m of tunnel.
Recent Projects in the last year include
• 4.2m Ø Single Shield Rock TBM Galleria Castellcaio,
Mulinelli, Arrezo, Italy
• 6.0m Ø Earth Pressure Balance TBM Docklands Light Rail
- King George V to Woolwich Arsenal, London, UK
• 8.0m Ø Earth Pressure Balance TBM Rock Marmaray
Bosphorus Railway Tube Crossing Tunnels and Stations –
Contract BC1, Istanbul, Turkey
• 3.7m Ø Single Shield Rock TBM Etude D’Aep du Couloir
Tizi Ouzou-Alger a Partir du Transfert Taksebt - Souktleta
–Boudouaou
• 4.2m Ø Earth Pressure Balance TBM Rock Consolidation of
Pogues Run CSO (CS-31-002B), Outfalls 034 & 035,
Indianapolis, USA
• 5.8m Ø Earth Pressure Balance TBM Metro Omsk, Russia
• 6.0m Ø Earth Pressure Balance TBM Richmond Airport
Vancouver Light Rail Transit, Vancouver, British Columbia,
Canada
• 2.3m Ø Soft Ground TBM Appletown Sewer, Wisconsin,
USA
• 3.3m Ø Earth Pressure Balance TBM Bathurst Langstaff
Collector, York Region, Ontario, Canada
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MAPEI

SIKA

Founded in Milan in 1937, MAPEI is today the world leader
in the production of adhesives and complementary products
for the installation of all types of floor and wall coverings.
The company is also specialized in other chemical products
for building, from waterproofing products to specialist mortars and admixtures for concrete, and even products for the
restoration of ancient buildings. Latterly, Mapei has developed a further specialization in chemical products for underground construction: alkali free accelerators for shotcrete,
injection and consolidation products, soil conditioning agents
for mechanized tunnelling, etc.

SIKA TUNNELING & MINING, THE RELIABLE PARTNER
In the globally operating speciality-chemicals group Sika AG,
with its headquarters in Switzerland, business in the field of
underground construction is concentrated in the hands of Sika
Tunneling & Mining. Here new developments in the three
core competence fields Construction Chemicals, Equipment
and Waterproofing Systems are pushed and offered to the
market by the world-wide net of Sika Companies being
reliable partners for our customers.

Mapei’s Underground Technology Team’s birth was Mapei’s
clear and strong answer to the building markets growing
demand for a dedicated underground products line.
Thanks to Mapei’s capacity and investment in the R&D sector, combined with an extensive wealth of pertinent technical
experience Mapei were able to launch their new line, namely
Underground Technology Construction Products.
Underground Technology Construction Products are Mapei’s
eighth and most recently developed line. Underground
Technology Products are highly specialized. The products need
to meet today’s highly exacting standards. It is necessary for
products to provide answers to a myriad of complexities.
Mapei’s laboratories have developed the line to meet any given
conditions in an environment that can be exceptionally demanding. Furthermore Mapei’s
“U T Team” of specialist
Technicians are on hand to
give expert advice on the
products application and
usage. Mapei are a company
that believes in expanding
steadily, at a pace that will
not compromise their professionalism. It is of paramount
importance that Mapei provide a complete service to
our customers.

The world-wide alliance with the concrete pump experts
Putzmeister has caught on, the concrete spraying systems
Sika-PM500 and Sika-PM407 are the top-of-the-range systems for high-performance shotcreting. Manufacturing of
special TBM mounted shotcreting robots represents a further
prosperous foothold in the market.
Today such systems prove successful all over the world as in
Kárahnjúkar Project Iceland which is one of the largest water
power construction projects currently underway in Europe and
certainly one of the globe’s most demanding. Several shotcreting units and all the accelerator and superplasticiser needed to
support more than 70km of tunnel and all the plant’s underground cavern excavations are supplied by the alliance to the
two international contractors engaged on the project. On the
three Robbins TBMs backups, Impregilo has the availability of
both wet- and dry-mix shotcreting via the rotor machines
Aliva-263 at the heart of the TBM shotcreting stations.
In the field of shotcrete and
concrete admixtures Sika has successfully strengthened its leading
position with the latest Sika
ViscoCrete generation, suitable
also in precast element production.
For meeting the very particular
requirements in tunnel construction, such as for the world-longest
railway tunnel AlpTransit Gotthard, Sika ViscoCrete allowed
developing specific solutions with our customers.
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